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MR. HEARST MAY YET GET
, *SUFFICIENT NUMBER 0 VOTES








Looks Like He Has Been Elected
Lieutenant-Governor of Em-
pire State.
New York, Nov. 9.—Latest returns
from all sections of the state indi-
cate that the official count will be
necessary to determine whether M.
Ltnn Bruce, republican, or Lewis
Si!iyvesant Chanler. democrat and
irdependence league candidate, wak
eected I•eutenantegovernor last
Tuesday
With ii.coniplete and partially esp
ft•!oated returns from every county
Ike ,tate, Chanter's plurality has
been cut dtkwn to bp The incom-
pletenes of the figu-es on which Ors
calculation is based make it possible
that the official returns will not show
a wide variance In ether direction.
Corrected returns from six counties
or which yesterday's figures were
based show a gain of bga votes in
favor of the republican candidate, and
additional returns received reduce
Chattier's plurality to dei.





O New York. Nov. g.—Chair-
e.., man connore of the democrat
O ic state committee said yes-
o terday that the republicans
O were holding back the returns
O —that fraud was being prac-
O ticed and that in his opinion 0
O there were enough independ- 0
CI ence league ballots not count 0
O ed to reduce greatly Mr. 0
O Hughes' plurality and possibly 0
O to elect Mr Hearst. 0
ft 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
NEGRESS HELD OVER
Fiorence Greer, Colored, Answers to
Grand Jury for Alleged
Robbery.
Florence Greer, colored, was yes-
terday morning in the police court,
held over to the circuit court grand
jury by Judge Edward Puryear on
the charge of holding up and robbing
the little Endres doy of sixty-five
cents, the evening before at Ninth
and Washington streets, where the
Lid claims the negress stopped him
at the point of a revolver.
Charles Shaw, colored, was dismiss-
ed of the bread- of the peace charge
Dow Dawson, colored, preferred
against him, on the ground that Shaw
threatened to cut Dawson's throat.
The judge then put both the darkies
wider $too bond, which they will I] have
pay if they bother each other
a,, am.
Mr John Sinnott, Jr has gone
South on a drirnwning tour
LALLY AND HIS DIAMOND
f, CAUSES ARREST OF GIRLS
LADY FORMERLY
RESIDED HERE
MRS. MARY CADE PASSED




MRS. M. K. WOOD WAS BURIED
YESTERDAY AT THE ' Mc-
KENDREE CEMETERY.
Remains of the 'Late Major Thomas
E. Moss to Arrive Next Friday
From Newport News, Va.
Yesterday morning Mr. Ellen Mor-
row, of Kentucky avenue near Sixth
street, received a telegram announc-
ing the death of her sister, Mrs. Mary
L Cade on the batter's farm near
Selma, Ala. There the Ilex!y will be
laid to rem beside her husband, Pro-
fempor Wm Cade who died several
years ago.
Mrs. Cade has been in declining
health for several years, spending the
past year at Ashville, N. C., but no
benefits accrued and she was taken
'
back iwnne. She lived for many years
in Paducah, her father R. B. Lander,
conducted the "Lander House" at
Third and Jefferson streets, where
now sends Hotel Levean. About
eight years ago she and family moved
to Alabama.
She was a woman of high attain-
ments and possessed oft, beautiful
charactenstics that endeared her to
everybody. She is wermly remem-
bered here by a wide circle of friends
who arc deeply grieved over her dis-
solution.
Besides her sister here she has one
brother, Judge Frank Lander of
Columbia, Tenn., a son Mr. Frank
Cade of Selrna, and niece Mrs Wm.
Hubbard of Padudah.
LOI.A TAYLOR AND HATTIE MAY JOH-1010N, TWO -STY-, Aged Llidy Expired.
• LISHLY DRESSED AND HANDSOME FEMALES% HELD TO Yesterday afternoon, at the Odd
Fellows cemetery at McKendree,
THZ GRAND JURY BY JUDGE PURYEAR IN THE POLICE there was buried the retusiniof Mrs.
COURT YESTERDAY—THE GIRLS WERE RELEASED UPON M. K. Wood who passed aw
ay the
!debt before after a lingering illness
THEIR INDIVIDUAL BOND, WHILE LALLY IS STILL MINUS
I d age
with the infrrmaties prodoced by ad-
HIS SPARKLER—HE IS A MARRIED MAN OF LOUISVILLE 
mince 
'Mc deceased had been lviing in the
SEVERAL Grahamville section of the county for
the past fifty years. and was seveitty-
two years of age She was one of
the most estimable and beloved Chris-
tie ladies of the rural districts, and
Ail uctions oir them to appear before had rnany friends in this city.
the grand jury for investigation. She was a sister of Messrs. Monroe
The girls are both very handsome, and John Baldry, and besides them
dress stylishly, and are familiar fig- leaves a family of five children,
ures upon the streets of this ase. Parade, Jack, Robert John and
They are about nineteen years of Thomas Wood, all of whom have the
age each, and the Taylor girl, is es- deepest of sympathy from their
prelatic strikingly handsome and friends in the troobloas hour.
would attract the attention of many.
She is the daughter of a ministd of
Greenfield, Tenn., while the Johnson
girl is the daughter of a farmer of
the Boaz station neighborhood of the
county. Both of them have been
here in the city for many months.
Lally is a well known travel rig man
who has been with the Paracamp peo-
ple for a number of years. He is
'eve taken to headquarters at the married and has a family living in
'ley Hall. 'Louisville, Ky. He has been here
Judge Puryear gave the girls n about one month working the trade
-al and the evidence showed that for his firm.
l.ally, with a man named Lewis, and The officers have scotched high
,oste other fellow, had gone to the and low for the stud but have not yet
rooms above the stable where the succeeded in bringing it to light -
girls have quarters. Lally and the 1
• Taylor girl were in one room to-1
• #.1 gether, and then later out in the hall-
way alone. The Taylor girl swo-c Henry Bradshaw. Colored, Accused
that Lally did not have his diamond That Serious Offense.
stud with him, while the Johnson girl
and Lally both swore he did have t.
The Johnson girl claimed she left
the others above the stable about 9
o• 'clock and that Lally had the jewel
oe him then.
!ally left the rooms and
*Wordy thereafter while in The Pal-
mer hotel bar room some one asked
lidin what had become of his stud, and
be then noticed it missing. He went
back and demanded the valuable of
the Taylor girl, who claimed she did
net get it. Lally then reported the
matter to the police who Yesterday
seorning early arrested the two girls.
After hearing the evidence Judge
Peeyear held the girls over to the De-
°ember circuit court grand jury to
mower to the charge of stealing. The
lodge rendered his opinion at 4
.?clock yesterday afternoon and fixed
the bonds of the girls at haoo each,
bat finally about 8 o'clock last night
'Mee Puryear let the females go
- upon their indiviltral bond with in-
AND BEEN WITH PARACAMP PEOPLE FOR
YEARS.
Nettie Mae Johnston and Lola Tay-
lor held over to the circuit court
greed jury, and J. B. Lally, the
"Paracamp" drummer, still minus his
Sato diamond stud, were the develop-
ments yesterday in the case where
,e Lally claimed one of the women stole
bit sparkler the night before while
• lie was with them in rooms on the
• eetond floor of The Palmer Transfer
CoMpany's livery stable on Jefferson
between Fourth and Fifth streets.
Yesterday morning about 3 o'dock
Officer Terrell and Brennan arrested
the Taylor girl at her room over the
stable, while the Johnson girl was
found at the St. Nichblas Hotel. Both
SODOMY CHARGED.
of
Deputy Sheriff Clark Fortson Yes-
terday at the Maxon's Mill section of
the county, arrested Henry Brad-
stew, colored on a warrant issued
'August 8th, charging the darky with
'sodomy. The charge is bated upon
affidavits by Simon Perdew and Her-
bert Foster, and since that date the
officers have not been able to locate
Bradshaw who was found working in
a field yesterday. Being unable to
bond, B d h nt fa to
wait until Tuesday when Magistrate
Charles Emery will give him; a trial.
Yesterday the Third street, Row-
iandtown, and Union Depot cars be-
gan looping the loop" which is the
track that encircles the block bounded
y Third, Fourth, Broadway an en-
tacky avenue.
Mr. Spencer 9tarts,of 425 Wash-
ington has gone for a drumming trip
through Kentucky in the interest of
the Starks-Ullman Saddlery company.
Died at Calvert City.
C C Shoulders died yesterday
morning at his borne in the Calvert
City section of Marshall county. .The
remain, vrere buried yesterday after-
noon.
Major Moss' Remains.
Mrs. Wm. T. Anderson, of Arcadia,
yesterday received a letter from Mrs.
Marie Moss Wheat, in which the lat-
ter stated she her husband and son,
had arrived at New port News, Va.,
with the body of her father. Major
rhornas E. Moss who died last year
while visiting his daughter, Mrs.
Wheat, in the Phillippinc Islands.
Mrs Wheat said they would arrive
here next Friday with the remains,
and at that time there will be ar-
ranged she funeral services. Walbert
camp of which Major Moss was a
me-mber, and of which veterans he
requested that they have control of
the funeral when he died.
NO GOVERNOR IS ELECTED
Legislature of New Hampshire Will
Have the Choosing of Chief
Executive.
Concord N. H., Nov., 9.7-With
three smoill towns still lacking in the
returns of the vote for litovernor of
New Hanipshitg, it now memo certain
!that there has been no choice for gov-
ernor by, the people. Charles M.
Floyd (Rep.) has a plurality of about
3.000, but not a majority, as required
under the law. The Legislature
chooses a governor in this state when
no candidate receives a majority.
M. Wayne Bennett, a wireless
telegraph operator of Boston, Mass,
Is visiting his slater Mrs. J. M. Wei-
tom of Me Jefferson street.
BAD PLACES
IN GUTTERING






ARE REPAIRED W114. AC-
CEPT WORK.
Members of the Board Made Tour of
Broadway, and Also the Pro-
posed it9h Street Work.
Yesterday afternoon at 4 o'elohit
f'resident Wilhelm, Secretary Taylor
ard Member Langstaff of the board
of public works went out and per-
sonally inspected the new .concrete
sidewalks, curb and guttering laid by
'Contractor Ilridges along Fountain
aienue betacen Jerson and Mon-
roe streets During the examina-
tion of the work the board found that
the concrete 1, the gutter was very
soft, and woe! crumble when scratch
into, thereby evidencing the fact
that the material had not been prop-
erly mixed Quite a number of these
bad places were illscovered, and the
board directed City Engineer L. A.
Washington, who was along, to point
out to the contractor these defective
cints and let Mr. Bridges reconstruct
it with good concrete. When this is
done, and the engineer reports to that
effect, the booed will officially accept
the improvement in name of the City
1
; 7 Paducah, and make mit the bats
showing how nsuch each abutting
property minter sillies the contractor
for the work, the expente' of which is
borne entirely the property owners
After exa ing the pavements Oa
board then an.
Nineteenth et between Broadway
and Kentucki swum and examined
the low placetbst will have to be fill-
ed also the place *Were a culvert will
have to be built under the proposed
fill so that water can drain through
from the West side of the thorough-
fare to the opposite side and in the
direction of the big creek near Seven-
teenth street.
The street car company has bought
a franchise permitting it to extend
its system out Broadway from Foun-
tain avenue to Nineteenth and over
the latter street. which is very low
between Broadway and Kentucky
This is where the fill has to be made
in order to bring the grade of the
street up to uniforminty all the way
through to Tennessee street. The fill
and culvert question has been refer-
red by the city legislative boards to
the board of works, which yesterday
or.ly went over the ground and will
take official action in the premises
next Wednesday during the regular
veekly session.
, On their way out to Nineteenth
'the board also examined the part
of West Broadway which runs
through Bradshaw creek, just beyond
Fountain avenue. The fill at the
creek is to be widened so it will touch
on each side the line dividing pri-
vate property from the public thor-
oughfare. The culvert will have to
be lengthened accordingly. The city
pays for all the fill and culvert exten-
sions. except eit feet, which por-
tion will be paid or by the street car
company as per agreement the trac-
t:on people made when sold the fran-
chise.
The street car people pay one-
eighth of the cost of the fill and cul-
vert on Nineteenth street, while the
city pays one-half of the other sev-
en eights, and the owners of abut-
ting property the remaining half of
the seven-eighths.
INSPECTION TRAIN.
Superintendent McCourt and Others
Passed Through on Tour.
Yesterday morning Superintendent
Harry McCourt, of all southern divi-
sions for the Illinois Central arrived
here on a special train from Cairo, ac-
companied by the superintendents,
radmasters and other officials from
every division South of the Ohio
river. Here they were joined by
Superintendent Egan and others, and
the party proceeded on up the Louis-
ville division to give the annual in-
spection to that, and also the Evans-
ville and Nashville division.
Attorneys John G. Miller and Mar-
hi( are in Princeton on legal business.
or an ax, and that he also had a
knife or razor. It is supposed that
he first stduck Mrs. Etly over the
bead, rendering her helpless, and then
cut her throat to prevent her giving
'au outcry. It is possible that both
iwennds were billeted with 
the same
(Continued as Page Eight)
No Football Today.
A week oi two ago the members
of the High School forball team bad
planned to go to Metropolis today
to play the school club of that city,
but this date has been canceled, and
the Paducah boys remain at home.
Next Saturday the Paducah boys eit-
pect to go to Hopkinsville to play
that city's college club, which will
on the 23rd instant come here to play
Cie Paducah boys a return contest on
Principal's Meeting.
Superintendent Lief) yesterday af-
ternoon held his weekly cabinet
meting with the principals of the
school buildings.
Monthly Literary.
Next Friday afternoon the teach-
ers and professors hold their month-
ly literary meeting at the Washing-
ton building While they are con-
ducting this session on the ground
floor, the High San:3ot pupils hold the
second of their series of monthly St-
entries in the auditorium on the up-
per floor.
OUTFIT INTO RIVER-
Driver, Garbage Wagon and Animal




MOB SEARCHED ALL NIGHT
FOR FIEND WHO KILLED
JAS. HOLT ARRESiED
YESTHiDAY AS SUSPECT
MAN SAID TO HAVE BEEN IN
NEIGHBORHOOD ON NIGHT
OF MURDER.
Claims He Spent Night at Fourth and
K. Street:—Suspects in
City Court.
Louisville, Nov. g.—With the first
rays of daylight this morning, early
passersby saw two hemp ropes dang-
ling from ,a limb of a sycamore in
Faust's Bottom, the scene of the Etly
murder mystery, within two hundred
yards of the Etly home, ae2.416 'Brook
street, and in plain view of the grief-
stricken husband of the slain woman
the tree stands. During the night
erne of the many posses that searched
the neighborhood attached the rope
to the tree and swore that before
morning one or more human lacings
would be dangling at the end of it.
Alt night the mobs and scores of po-
pre and detectives searched every
inch of land within a radius of miles
and succeeded in arresting one man.
JAL Holt, recently released from the
Workhouse, and who enjoys the sob=
riquet of "The Bad Man of the Boo
tome." His arrest followed alleged
threats to the effect that he intend-
ed exterminating a member of his
family who was responsible for his
incarceration. In suspecting him of
the crime, the police believe that Mrs.
Etly was a victim of mistaken iden-
tity ffoft,' howeinar. Mc succeeded
in establishing an alibi.
Child Seriously III.
It was reported at the City Floe-
ARRANGEMENT
OF NEW ROOMS
DOOR ARRIVED FOR NAP/
ROOM AT WASHINGTON
SEVERAL OF THE GRADES
WILL BE DIVIIIII
THE HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL
TEAM WILL NOT GO 'PO
METROPOLIS TODAY
Next Friday the Teachers and High
School Pupils Hold Their
Monthly Literary Sessions.
Yesterday morning the door ar-
rived for the new room being beat
the basement of the Washingson
school building on West, Broadway.
Tjae door will be installed today and
by sometime next week the room
put in completed condition. Lang-
staff-Orm furnished the door, bet it
being of such unusual dimensions they
got a St. Loun!: firm to make it
When the new room is fleshed
Saperiatendent Lieb vacates his pres-
ent Slice on the first floor of she
High School building and moves his
effects into the basement room be
will utilize as an office, while it will
also be used by the trustees to held
their meetings. The first floor (d-
ike to be vacated will be filled with
desks and used as a study room by
the scholars, as a number will be
taken from the olker rooms over-
crowded at peesent.
The new room at the Washington
building will be used as sort of aft
"intermediate" in the first grade. ikt
present the room used by the B rat
grade pupils is overcrowded, and the
,superintendent will divide these II-1st
titildres asiel pet the more advanced
ones in the new room to be presided
cvr by the new teacher.
In opening the additional new,
pita! this morning that the condition room at the idreKinJey building Sup-
r,f James Etly, the twelve-year-old erintendent Lieb will take those life-
son of Mrs. Etly, who is ill with clanicsburg and Jersey children who
typhoid fever, had taken a serious now attend the B-5th grade at the
Franklin iturn. The attending physician stat- building and put them s
ied that while the child was resting ;the B-5th grade at the McKiney 
ding in Mechanicsburg. This S-
is still conscious, and the internes,
builwell his condition was precarious. He i
isth class will then be put in the sem
physicans and orderlies have been I room On the upper floor, with tire W-
cautioned to make no remarks in his 
i
4th grade children, all of whom will
presence bearing on the crime. He
be under Miss Emma Morgan. On the
has been at the institution four weeks. ground floor room there will be plac-
The lad cannot be told of his moth-,
ed together the 8-4th and A3rd grade
., not yet decidedscholars. It i tser's tragic fate for a long time, and
he may pass away without learning whether Miss Taylor 
will have
I
what has befallen her. This would be charge of the 
Beth and A-3rd, or
the kindest fate for him, as he whether
 she keeps her present room,
devoted to his mother, and has look-
was
ard the new teacher takes the other.
ed forward to her visits to the hos-
pital with the keenest anticipation.
Mrs. Etly had called on him Wed-
nesday afternoon, and left him only
a few hours before she was murder-
ed. During the morning she had been
washing clothes, as she wished to
fnish her work in time to get to dies
hospital early.
Jim floit, the fourth suspee:.. was
arrested at Floyd and A. streets,
about four squares from the scene of
the murder, by Patrolmen Reiss and
Oehler. He was in a beastly state of the baseball grounds at Wallace
intoxication when taken into custody, park.
and slept several hues in a cell at
the Fifth District Police Station be-
fore he was able to answer questions
ieith any degree of intelligence.
Weapon Must Be Found.
There is another feature, however,
which absolves Mr. Etly. If he had
slain his wife the weapon would have
been found near by. He would not
have had time to go any distance and
secrete it. Anna Etly, who was
awakened by her mother's death
struggles, must have been aroused
within a few moments after thc mur-
derer had dealt death to his victim
and had fled. She says she called
her father from the front room,
where he had been sleeping. Conse-
quently Mr. Etly must have been at
his wife's side in a few moments af-
ter she received her death wound. It
does not seem possible that there
could have been more than two min-
utes elapsed. The neighbors were
summoned immediately.
It is believed that the murderer used
a large weapon, presumably a hatchet 
Yesterday a negro drove his gar-
bage wagon on the city dump near
the Illinois Central incline, and get
the outfit too close to the edge of
the dump, when suddenly horse,
wagon and driver tumbled into the
river. Dump-keeper Joe Wag-
nerpulled the man out of the
stream while the animal swam 'o





ll C. C. Duval, W. Y. Griffith and Pro-"I
fesSOT W P Johnston
Methodist Missions. M.lr. John B. Davis was re-elected
Rev. T. J. Owen. of the Paducah superintendent of the Sunday school
Talbodist Missions, 125t night preach for the congregation
ad at Owen's Chapel, Gear Lovelave- The reports of the ehurch show
i.e. Today he goes to LaCenter, there are 315 members, white the con-
• etc he preaches tomorrow. He greg-ation is clear of debt apd in a
sweets to leirve next Tuesday for eery flourishing condition ra5tor
Ai Ripley conference. 
re 
Armstrong goes Tuesday morning to
Tomorrow morning and evening Ripley. •enn. to attend the Memphis
services and Sunday school will be conference.
hal at the regular hours at the Lit-
deville Methodist church and the
West Tennessee street Methodist
cliorch
At the Churches
The Epworth league parlors of 
the
Broadway Methodist church were yes-
terday afternoon from 3 unti
l 5
o'clock the scene of a very 
charming
reception that was participated in bs
several hundreds people, represen
ting
every denomination in this city. 
It
was the occasion of a compliment to
Rev. T. J. Newell and family by the
lzdies of the Broadway congregation.
Br. Newell's font. years pastorate of
the church closes tomorrow and this
eitertainment gave many friends the
opportunity to express their regrets
at his departure and wishes for a
successful future.
Many charming ladies received
with the honorees assisting in mak-
iag the afternoon a most successful
oae. The rooms were tastefully an-
auged and decorated with white and
yeNow chrysanthemums and delicious
refreshments served.
Dr. Newell expressed his pleasure
in their thoughtful compliment to
lemself and family upon the part of
the ladies and his apprecation for the
presence of the pastors of various
t hatches in town, . also their expres-
sion of interest and good will.
Tmorrow morning Rev. Sewell will
preach on "The Religion of Today",
at which time he will announce the
topic for evening worship. The night
setmon will be the last he will de-
1 vet here as Tuesday he goes to Rip-




Presidiqg Elder Blackard, of the
Paducah district, today goes out to
Lone Oak, to hold the last quarterly
conference for the Methodist congre-
option there. Dr. Blackard goes to
Ripley next Monday, in order to be
pteeerrt Tuesday when the presiding
oilers from every district in the
Memphis conference meet. The el-
✓iers always assemble the day pre-
isetlinje the opening of the confer-
Trimble Street Methodist
. e
mice in order to transact whatever: 
Rev. VV W. Armstrong of th
'Trimble stsect Mettiodiet church, will
business comes before them for pre-1
seutation to the conference. 
tomorrow rnorning preach on "The
Church" while at the evening hour
Grace Episcopal.
I
the theme will be "The Judgment"
holy communion will be held at 
I During the last quarterly conference
7:35 o'clock tomorrow morning at
for this congregation the following
Grime Episcopal church, while at 
bcard of stewards were elected to
15:45 c'clock Rector David Wright
serve during the next congregational
preaches on "Crown of Righteous-
I year; C W. Morrison, B. T. Doris,




W. J. Puckett, J W. Gentry, J. T.
oon his subject is "What
ls Powell, T. B. Moore, I.. S Jackson.
Rest?" 
1esso Ben J. Billings, Silas Mitchell, Jr.,
all of next week for a visit and fill
the pulpit of this church also on Suns
Jay, the 18th instant.
German Lutheran.
Rev. Ilton of the German Lutheran
church of South Fifth street tomor-
row morning goes to the country to
hold services, therefore none will oc-
cur at the church in the city. At the
evening hour lie preaches here in the
Er glish language.
Kentucky Presbyterian. -
Services will be held tomorrow
moria'ng and evening at the sixth and
Kentucky avenue Presbyterian church
Today it will be known who is to fill
the congregation. The state evenge-
list has artanged for someone to come
and fill the pulpit, but it will not be
known until today who that is.
Mechanicsburg Christian.
Rev. Varble preaches tomorrow
morning and evening at the Mechan-
icsburg Christian church, while Sun-
day school worship will occur at the
regular hour in the afternoon.
First Christian.
Snip:lay schoel and communion WOr
Asp occurs at the regular hours to-
morrow morning at the First Chris-
t.ln church.
Third Street Methdist.
"Gods Confidence In Man and Wo-
man" will be the subject tomorrow
morning by Rev Peter Fields at the
Third street Methodist church. At
nighttime this pulpit will be filled
by Presidng Elder Blackard.
Minister's Daughter.
Ruby, the daughter of Rev. Arm-
strrong, is confined at their home on




The Swiday school services will be
held tOmorrow afternoon at 3
o'clock at the North Twelfth street
Baptist Mission church.
Second Baptist Church.
Rev. J S Pate, of Hopkinsville,
will arrive here today and preach to-
merrow morning and evening at the
Second Baptist church He filled that
pit since Rev. E. H Cunningham sev-
eral months ago resigned charge rif
this congregation. Tomorrow Dr. started are the one at Little Cypress,
Pate will give the members an an- and that a Palma, Marshall county.
ewer, signifying whether he will ac- IThe other church the presiding elder
cept the call. It is believed he will has dedicated, but which was gotten
h 
come here and assume charge up by some other than Rev. Owen, is
'f c Poynerh chapel on the Crilalia cA--
Dechcate Church.
Yesterday the Sherrill-Russell
ember Company of this city sent
out to LaCenter the newly made
pews for the Methodist church of
that village. The dedication cere-
monies for this edifice will be con-
ducted tomorrow morning at LaCen-
ter by Presiding Elder Blackard wilt)
gees down for that purpose.
This makes the fourth church Dr.
Packard has dedicated during the
ptesent conference year which closes
next week. Three of these new con-
gregations were gotten up and build-
pulpit last Sunday, and after his ser- ings constructd through efforts of
mons the congregation extended him Rev. T. J. Owen, who is recognized
a call to come and be the pastor per- es one of the most earnest and in-
roenently. no occupant filling the pul- deiatigable workers in this portion
of the tsate where he has accomplish-
ed great good. The two others he
First Presbyterian.
Rev W. E. Cave of the First
Presbyterian church will tomorrow
osworning preach on "A Heaverfly
Dream" while at the evening hour
'bis theme will be ''A Great Pro-
German Evangelical.
German services will be held to-
morrow morning at the German Ev-
migelical church on South Fifth
sweet by the pastor, Rev. William(
lieurentin. At the evenirg hoer he
preaches in the. English language,
with subject of "Infidelity.'" Monday
owsning at 7:30 o'clock a business
session will be held at the church, it
being the regular quarterly meeting.
First Baptist.
"Why Christians Are Left In This
VILorld" will be the subject tomorrow
ofornng by Rev. Calve M. Thompson
at the First Baptist church. At the
evening hour the topic is "The Bar-
win of Judas. and, What He Really
Get."
Tenth Street Christian.
Sunday school services will be held
at 9:3o o'clock tomorrow morning at
the Tenth street Christian church,
while communion occurs at 10:45
o'clock with Rev. J. C. Shelton. of
Mayfield, preaching at ii o'clock, and
abio at 7:30 o'clock tomorrow night.
Dr Shelton will remain in this city
cuit in Graves county.
Key. Blackord today at Lone Oak
holds the quarterly conference for the
Paducah Methodist Missions. This
is the final quarterly conference for
every congregation in his dirtrct, and
he goes to Ripley, Tenn., next week




Every Precaution is Being Taken
the Isthmus of Panama.
New York. Nov. e
seecral says Jerman Kehl,
1003, etried to gain admission
BAD WEATHER
COMING
PROPHET FOSTER SAYS ALL
THE .FURIES WILL BE
LOOSED ON NO-
VEMBER 16.
Chicago, Nov. 9.—Foster'5 last bul-
letin gave forecasts: Warm wave
from the 4th to the 8th.; cool wave
from the 7th to the irth. Next dis-
tal bance will reach the Pacific coast
abut the loth, cross west of the
Rocky mountain country by dote
of the role:the greet central valleys
lath to 14th, and the eastern states
15th. Warm wave will cross west of
The Rockies about the soth. Great
central valleys 12th, eastern states
Cool waves will cross west of
she Rockies about the 13th, great cen-
:•al valleys 15th, eastsrn states 17th.
The disturbance iv:Ihreat be of ereat
Importance, particularly west of me-
ridian go. In most of its journey
across the continent it Will be a rath-
er well behaved weather disturber
Ect it will be the calm before the
seom, the smiling deceiver, te cover
the tiger's claws.
About November /5 the disterbance
is expected to reach the cavern states
and from that time onward look out
for the worst. Wherever these
weather features are November to you
n.a) expect extreme weather events
that will inflict great discomfort.
Indications are that on November
16 a low and warm w.ree will cover
the Rockies and Pacific sI pe along
rnid-latitudes and the northwest, •ei
eluding Manitoba; that a high and
ccld wave will cover meridian 90
wh,le another low and warm wave
will cover the northwestern states
'The above indicated weather fortores
will move eastward acre's the con-
tinent
Year November 16 all the furies
w:II break loose. Venus and hisrcury
close to and ctrning towerd the
eerth like mad hymns, and will send
currents of electricity into the cio tie
largely increasing the earth's mag-
netic forces which in turn will upset
the atmosphere, causing tenable
veather events not only in North
America, but in ' many :'ace' all
an rod the earth.
NOTHING NEW.
Massage, Lightning Rods and Glass
Houses Known to the Ancients.
According to an examiner in the
patent office at Washington, discos--
like history, o.4eats itself, and
ffithis oc al is disp to behest that
we are not so much he' ad of the an
cients as it please.- Us to think. Mae,
of our discover is, continues the l'N-
aminer. are but rediscoveries unto- ,
ed upon, no doubt, but not altered in
nature.
For instance, the aucrvits knew of
Ightnng conductors, or at all events
the method of attracting the light-
rale. Celtic soldiers in a storm need
to lie on the ground, first 'nil-eine a
orch and planting their rei.ed swords
in the ground by their s:de with the
point upward. The lightning often
struck the point of ;he sword a nd
passed away without injury to th:
warrior.
The Romans, too, seem to have
known the lightning rod. On the
top of the highest tower of the castle
ef Dunio, on the Adriatic. there was
set from time immemorial a leng rod
of iron In the storm weather of
summer it served to predict the ae-
proach of a tempest A soldier was
always stationed by it when the sea
showed threatening signs of storm.
From time to time he put the point
of his long javelin close to the point
n f the rod. Whenever a spark passed
between the two pieces of iron he
rang a bell to warn the fishermen.
Gerbert, in the tenth century, invent-
ed e plen fer freer-Ong the lightning
from fields by planting in them long
sticks with very sharp lance heads.
In 1662 France was already in pos-
sesgion of omnibuses. The Romans
sank artesian wills even in the Sa-
hara. In 1685 Papin published an
account of an experiment made by
one of his friends, who caused flow-
ers to grow instantaneously. The
secret, which was not revealed, lay
in the preparation of the ground
Massage is an aneient practice and
was known to the Romans. Peracel-
ois speaks of homeopathy, saying
on that like is cured by like, and not con-
trary by contrary. The speculum, the
probe, the forceps, were known in
9— the year 5oo; indeed, specimens of
who, them have been found in the ruins of
to Pompeii. Aristotle noticed that sea
1Vbite House with declared purpose water conld be made drinkable by
of killing Mr. Roosevelt, arrived in hoiling it and collecting the steam.
Parama yesterday from Chili and The Greeks had a wooden or linen
wile put tinder arrest. Physicians de- J cuirass so closely interwoven as to
elated him insane. He will be seat
Lack to ChilliL.
There are a number of secret ser-
vice men now on the isthmus to look
after the safely of Mr. Roosevelt.
For weeks the canal zone police and
detectives have kept close tab on all





To work for love is to learn to love
your work.
The only way to dise4wer truth
by doing truth.
•
be impenetrable by the sharpest darts.
We moderns have not found out the
secret of it. The Romans had bet-
ter Mills than ours for pounding ol-
ives. The Chinese invented iron
heuses as early as moo. Glass houses
were found among the Picts in Scot-
land and the Celts in Gaul, and many
cehturies corlier in Siam. Grass cloth
was used malty hundreds of years ago
by the Chin'.—Chicago Chronicle.
It's not the erighne with the loudest




Suffered For Three Years With
Itching Humor—Doctor Did No
Good—Cruiser Newark, U. S. N.
Man Cured in Three Weeks.
SPEEDY CURE BY
CUTICURA REMOIES
"I suffered iiith humor for about
three yew's, off end on. I thirdly saw
a doctor and lie gave me retuedieii that
did me no good,
so I tried Cutieura
when my limb be-
low the knee to the
ankle was as raw
as it piece of beef.
All I tried vow the
Cut ieuni Soap and
the Oilitineut.
bathed with the
Soap every day and used about six
or seven boxes of Ointment. I ,was
thoroughly cured of the humor in three
weeks and haven't been affected with
it since. I use no other Soap than
Cutieura now. I remain, yours respect..
fully, II. J. Myers, U. lie N., U. Ii. te.
Newark, New I ork,.3u1y 8, 1905.
"P. S. Publish if you wish."
CUTICURA GROWS HAIR
Crusted Scalps Cleansed and
Purified by Cuticura Soap
Assisted by light drawings of Cutieura,
the great Skin Cure. This treatment at
once stops falling hair, removes eremite
wake, and dandruff, destroys hair
parasite*, soothes Irritated, itching
surfaces, stimulates the hair follicles,
loosens the scalp skin, supplies the mots
with energy and riourment, and
makes the hairgrow upon &meet ei hole-
mme, healthy scalp when all eke fails.
Complete external and iutenial treat-
ment for every humor, fmm pimples to
scrofula, from infancy to age, emulating
of Cuticura Soap, ()intim.m t, and Pills,
may now be had of all drac-gists for ooe
dollar. A single set is oh. n sulkiest
to cure the most distrweir • eras.









AOCIDENTS AT FIRES. Grrifir
113:11PLOSIONS OSTEN DO TEl
WORST DAlta.OR.
• Very Interesting It at Diame-
ters Which Contains Some That
of Unique Descrip-
tion.
An accident which of its kind is
probably unique, occurred in April.
11101, during • fire at Portland, M.
• railway accident led to the igni•loo
of a huge tank containing 6.000 gal-
WW1 Of crude petroleum, says the 1 ,.
trolt free Pres&
fearing that it would explode and
Matter Ire • wide area, the navel
authorities brought up a one-pounder
gun and bombarded the tank In order
to lot the oil run out.
The first shot died missed the tank
and killed an unfortunate spectator.
Subsequent ones, however. effected
their purpoee, and ridding the task.
&Lowed the blazing oil to escape.
For a fire engine to clause a lire
seems the wary insight of Iroay. Yet
such a cam aally occurred not
long ago near Worcester. The en
gine in question belonged to an la-
Durance company and was in promos
of being couverted Into • motor toe
hatted there was a mil trues Kesagee7
elaf-Propulidon.
The day before the work was la-
'Wage where a taro wee on itrs,
gad the engine, is spite of Its fawns-
pets condlUon, started.
No apart protector harlot been Dr•
axed sparks escaped, and thee* Me
Ors to a load of straw which wag
mused oa the road. Next two risks
became involved, and, finally, the
water-tube of the motor Dram sal tbe mike
ashisky engine came to • complete
Meade= barely 200 yards from the
S. of the original Ire!
Aaother story of a strange chapter
of its accidents come from Gamma-
eaw, in Armagh. • dog resoles Into
a form sitting room, barked at a gat,
and puss, torriSed, sprees es a tabia,
spostalag a lighted lamp.
The burning oil sataratad the poor
boast's fur and, maddened by pain,
she dashed around the room, which
was already in a blase, sprang through
the window and rushed into the stock-
yard.
Rick after rick was fired by this
hying torch until the whole *hoe
was alight and very serious damage
was done. The farmer's son, too, was
badly burned in his efforts to extla
(nigh the dames.
A London gas works was once the
scene of • currous fatal fire accident
• boiler full of molten tar gave way
and, its contents catching fire from
Lb. furnace, spread In a Ude of flame
down the sloping floor of the sulphate
TOOIII.
One of the workmen. °await be-
twee's the flames and the wall, seised
a ladder and, Mattis it to the Ida-
Fort Worth, Tex., Nov dow, sprout up it Unhappily, the
kct Indians are on the move. During window had iroa bars and beams
the past week a pnly '(them passed than. could be removed the Wear
brough thi- etty, healed by "Carlisle at Amish and the poor mem ha
Pall," who seemed to be the spokes- i back Into the furnace below.
man for the Ind-ans, fie derived his I Brill one will remember the greet
11;attante beCalt-- -if the fact that he Ra1U.m.re fire, the most terrible eon-
e a graduate i " the Carlisle scho, . eagration of 1904. After this was en-
He
s.
 is a fi!'! blood Cherokee and anguished there was Masan,' Mai
goidety among the proprietors of thewears the native costume
bawdJr anticipation of both Indian Ter- buildings to haat bow the
rift -y and Oklahoma becoming states. "slaws of their nr•Prog sat*. hal
Indhr are uneas • and are
another country. They are 1, Most extraordinary WINO Ile Edda
going to Mexico. whei-e they say they °a. i."1" had bail- "kik
a box of matcbes Will intact, and acan erne:tine to live thee own lives
silk handkerchief was not even die-in their own way without being both- ,













New Gazetteer of the Warta
• ir h,&anre thari shone 1. ties. bind 410 the
ist4.•4 omen Pt t
Newalogrephical Dictionary
crontainine m , pane lover wee nosed
pursues, o tett dc sia,etu.
ott IS tatolcurnouonor of
Edited by W, 1'. HARM 4, Ph .fl.,
2380 Quarto Paseo
or, rum.. Soo Illoarsii•••
Needed in Every Horne
Also Webster 're Ceileglat. Dletlemary I
1111 P•••• i••• u••••••••
Rapala, Ultimo a 10 a-.4 —..•• Wimp
D. Luse 114/1{08 &WOW 'Awedrow •• mow S- 1 s. way& s
PRES, .1:•••••••,W•lekles"Illkuser•pamil•los.
G. 0 C. MZR.B.IAM CO.. •
Publiabere. Isetsatirsid. Masa.
sue most amsasrroua ursa
c influence. The Ind•ansi of late years was that which followed
ere colonising in Chihuahua. la chemical explosion at Griestehn. in
The Wiens were togged out in 'Germany. The explosion took place in
regular red wen Tashi in. They wore i the Griestrelm Electron fathom and
plehed, tong hair down their backs, almost simultaneously tLe whole
while their headgear censisted of tat- !building was in flames.
tered hats stuck full -.f feathers and Tire engines came galloping up, but
gaily decorated with !Jeads. Mocca- as they approached the men were
sins were worn and l'eir bodies were
ccvered with deep r d blankets of
thrir own make. "Ca-lisle Bill" spoke
good English. He had with him three
squaws and one pappoose.
"Practically all the Indians who
bree not been Americanized are go-
ing to Mexico to live," said Carlisle
Bill. "We do not care ti adoot
American customs and Mexico is the
only country we can live in in free-
dein. I represent about soo families
of my tribe and expect to buy from
the Mexican government from T00.000
te mom° acres of land in the moun-
tains of Chihuahua, where we will
I've in the future.
"Hunting end fishing arc good there
and we will have the freedom we de-
sire. The Indians are the richest
people per capita in the United States,
and we are amply able to buy our
own lands. The Mexican govern-
ment has guarantted to permit us to
live as we please on the land we pur-
chase. As, soon as we have secured
the land I will return to the terri-
tory and will bring all my people
back with me."
The real 'lblanket" Indians are
greatly dissatisfied evith the fact that
all of the Indian Territory has been
opened to white settlement. They
know it means that they must accept
the ways of the white people or be
exterminated. Mexico is offering in-
ducements for them to go there. Un-
der the new lass the Indians have nie
tribal government and can sell their
land and can go where they please,
provided they behave themselves
. For Dr. Pendleyitele-
phone 416.
seen to fall treat their seats spec-
tators running after them dropped AS
If shot, and, meana bile, the blaze he
creased, Involving fresh buildings and
even crossing the river into the vil-
lage of Schwanheim. What bad hap
pened was this:
The sudden mixture of vats of dif-
ferent chemicals under intense beat
had filled the air with a gas of so
terribly poisonous a nature that those
who came within Its deadly Influence
were suffocated at once. Fift,y-on•
dead and three times that ntiMber in.
lured was the result of that terrible
fire.
Japan's Obligations.
The western powers are not model,'
of scrupulous justice toward each oth
or ,and toward weaker nations, but
such an offense as Japan would cone
mit In supporting, or even permitting,
if she could prevent, the driving of
the occidentals from China would cer
talnly be looked on as unpardonahle
For one thing, at the very start, says
the New York Times, It would snap
the alliance with Great Britain. The
British government woald be forced
to regard such an offense not alertly
as a failure in friendl.ness but as an
act of flagrantly hostile import. And
her grievance, though greater in de
tree, would be of precisely the same
kind as that of Germany, France, the
United States and Russia.
Training the Boy.
9 saw you punishing your boy to
day. What whit it all about?"
"I caught him in a lie."
"Oh, well, you can't expect a boy
to tell the truth all the time."
"I know, but when he doesn't tel
the truth I want him to be briglit
enough not to be caught at
itaadaril and Um&  ,
Sidney Sokol'
DelernsT.
over Globe Bank and Trusl
Co.. jo6 Broadway.
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EDISON AND VICTOR PHONEGRAPHS AND A GENTRAL
SUPPLY OF MUSIC ON HAND.
IP LOU WANT TO BUY, IT WILL PAY YOU TO CALL AND
SEE OUR STOCK.
10C OUT FOR OR HOLLIDAY GOODS. ATTRACTI
VE








*mind trip to EVANSVILLE AND• continoos prangs Sean.
*kat 4.ens mods MI
0/ WS hichaded.
ROWND TRIP TO CAIRO, PIM
lei Ike or over $2..gs each, witho
ut
OW* .11.00 with mei&
Blood stink an all the boats. Fo
pother peracelars See
A. FOWLER, Oen. Pam. Agent





Mani, Efinger (0) Co
'Undertakers and Embalmers.
130 S. THIRD STREFT: PADITCAH.
WIND
PHANE...•
The Modern Window Decoration
WEIL' EQUKA.. IN DESIGN AND BEAUTY Tr,
TEE FINEST AT GLASS MADE.
IT CAN BE £1 PLIED TO ANY WINDOW 01
TRANSOM. FY EXCLUDES OUTSIDE VIEW AND
ADMITS THE L GHT IN THE MOST PLEASING
AND AGRELABI E
APPROPRIATE IN DINING ROOMS. BATH
ROOMS AND FRONT DOORS IT IS ONE OF THE
MOST BEAUTIFUL DECORATIONS OF THE DAY
FOR ALL KINDS OF DECORATIONS-




OFFICIO PHOWN 1641-4 RESIDENCE PHONE es
•
We exercise the greatest
care in selecting our cut glass
Consequently our display is of the
highest standard. We aim to combine
perfection in color; brilliant finish; artis-
tic and exclusive designs.
Our present stock cannot be excelled,




Ezazrsion Rates on The Foolish Arrest
 of Little Boys.
• Fire little boys recently had trou-
ble among themselves on East Chi-
cago avenue: Some one called a
policeman and the policeman came,
gathered the little fellows in and took
them to a ponce station. They were
locked up.
Thus the mark of a jail was put on
every one and he will remember it
until his dying day, and that very
thing will injure him until his dying
day.
No child under fifteen years ought
to be taken to a prison. If it is nec-
essary to confine him or to place him
in the custody of an officer it should
be so done that he wuld be uncon
scions of the restraint It must be
said, however, that the neglect of par-
ents is mainly. responsible for the in- or 'Sono in al
l, was the famous 'Rail-
terfereace of the ofiliter.—Chksgo road Cr
ossing—Stop, Look and Lit-





IN HONDURAS WHICH I
TOOK 18 HOURS. -
The vicissitudes of zi trip over the
Irter-Oceanic railway as. numerousj
and harrowine, says a writer in the
New Orleans Times-Democrat, dat-
ing his letter from San. Pedro Suite
Honduras,. which he reached after a
journey of thirty-seven miles in eigh-
teen hours.
Our leaving time was 6 o'clock,
says the writer, but we didn't pull out
of Puerto Cortes until to in the morn-
na. The nondescript affair which
they call a train down here consisted
of a wood burning engine, four flat
car and a passenger coach. Our
crew was composed of an engineer,
a half-dozen firemen, one brakeman
and the conductor.
There was an extra man, but in
the whole vocabulary of railroads I
find no name for him. His position,
however, was a commanding one, and,
as subsequent events proved, a most
niportant one. He perched himself
( n the front of the engine, above
where the cowcatcher should be and
upqn occasion industriously ladeled
sand from a box beside him to the
rails in front.
Our numerous firemen passed the
weod from the cars to the engine,
and at various points along the rqad
turned nto a bucket brigade and sup-
plied water from nearby streams to
the engine. The engineer was a Ja-
maican imbued with an extraordinary
• pride for the land of his nativity, and
given upon occas'on to declaring that
he was not a native of Honduras—he
was a Brit' "object." Jerry, I fear.
is something of a gay Lorathio, and
on his frequent trips over the road
has worked sad havoc in the heart;
ID dusky maidens all along the line.
He invariably announced our ap
proach to a village by putting the
hard pedal on the whistle, and the
entire population turned out to greet
Jerry's streneous musical efforts
came near causing a catastrophe at
cne point where we encountered a
very heavy grade. Just before we
reached the top of the hill Jerry
thoughtlessly pulled the whistle cord
and in the screaming blast that fol-
Inwed the steam gave aot and the
train began to slip back. Although
the ears were without brakes of any
kind, the company had prepared for
each emergencies by providing a ma-
hogany log on the rea,r. platform, to
be droppbd under the rear wheels.
Urfortunetely the rear brakeman was
asleep on a Sat car at the front, and
before he awakened the momentum ,
or the train was so great as to render
our remedy unavailing. We ran so
Leaving Laguna the train plunged
irto a tropical swamp and forest. The
f4-liage was 'indescribably luxuriant
and beautiful. Mile after mile we
passed through archways of bending
Palms. gigantic in size, and through
groves of corozo trees., To rn;', mind
the latter is the most perfect repre-
sentation of the picturesque in trop-
pica! vegetation. Its trunk is clad
in the richest attire of parasitic life;
its' wonderful feathery leaves, often
thirty or forty feet in length, bend in
elegant and graceful ctrrves under ,the
weight of thtir own luxuriance or the
brrden of ornamental vines, while be-
neath all this mass of tropical rich-
ness may be seen clusters of those
delicious cahorn nuts hanging like
of Lammermoor" had it as "La Bride immense cornucopias and containing
de Lammermoor," the second word two or more bushels.
meaning "bridle," and the same man For a distance we passed beside a
rendered 'Welsh rabbit" by "Pepin du deep, swift stream, which flows for
Pays de Galles." The case of 'La miles through a wild jungle, in the
derniere chemise de amour" for eternal shadow of the gigantic celba.
"Loves Last Shift" is classic, and cedar and rubber trees, between
when the farce 'Hit or Miss" was whose moss and vineclad trunks
done into French it almost was killed glow palm trees of every description.
as "Frappe on Mademoiselle." Nature, all giving and bountiful. is
That delightful piece hi which here revealed. Precious woods are so
Toole was at his funniest, "Walker, common that rosewood is often used
London," was referred to in a French for telegraph poles, and the ties are ,
newspaper as "Londres qui se pro- ef mahogany. 
I San Francisco, Nov. 9.—G. H. Lew-
n-.ent;" the best that the translator 
is who is a guest at the St. Francis
could do for "The Stickit Minister" 
from Nome, Alaska, has just caused
was "Le Ministre Assassine." 
the arrest of three men who tried to
undermine his Pay Streak mine. The
Wards Cost $1000 Each. 
men were put in jail and are A. Bol-
At the Franklin inn, a literary club 
ander, president of the Scandia mine;
of Philadelphia. a young poet, licking 
J. W. Lntschinger, special agent of
his Tips, said that Conan Doyle was 
I.ewis, sent to Alaska to look after
paid $i a word. 
his interests with power of attorney,
"That is nothing." said a railroad 
and B. Gilmore, a lawyer who further-
advertising man. "I know of a case 
ed the design of the Scandia Mining
where a man was paid St000 a word. 
company. The case was decided on a
Our line used to have at its geade 
healed pick which had been put in the
crossings s very long and complicated 
ground by Levris in rgoo when the
sign that began, 'Beware of the en- 
claim was first located.
gines and cars,' and then this sign 
The Pay Streak mine, which be-
went on with a lot of injunctions and 
longs to Lewis, is on what is called
warning that would have taken five 
the second beach and is four miles
minutes to read. 
from Nome. The ore on the claim
"In a number of accident cases the 
it very rich and the temptation, ac-
complainants for damages declared co
rding to Lewis, was too mach for
that our long signs were not clear 
certa:n men in Nome who were will-
warnings. Therefore the line decided in
g to take a risk. Claims were ha-
at last to get a new grade crossing cated 
on all sides of the Pay Streak
sign. and Judge Paxon was engaged mine. A 
claim was located so that
to write one. it over
lapped the Pay Streak on the
"The sign that Judge Paxon wrote southeast bou
ndary and the tunnels
cost Stow a word, but it was a claa- were run so 
that they came on the
sic. It is as well known among us territory of the 
Pay Streak.
as 'Father, I cannot tell a lie,' or When the
 scheme was discovered
'England expects every man to do his by friends of 
Lewis he was wired to
duty' and hastened to 
Nome. The decision
"The sign that cost $t000 a word, of the court rested 
on the correct
lionndariei of the Pay Streak. Lewis
claimed that when be located the
mine he had buried a pick at one tor-
IDOING BUSINESS IN THP. CITY. MONEY LOANED-7W........
ALL VALUABLES. '213111
1. COHEN














Loaded Black Powder Sias
Shoot Strong and Evenly
Are Sure Fire,
Will Stand Reloading.
they Always Get The Game.
For Sale Everywhere.
In puasuanoe sit a judgment (A
McCracken Circuit Court,' rendered at
its October term, isioti, in the action
of Gip Husbands, plaintiff against
Samuel E. Itollan, etc., defendant I
will, Oli Monday, November 12th
(about the hour of to o clock a. m.),
tgo6 (being County Court day), at
the court house door is Paducah
I Kentucky, sell to the highest bidder,
on a credit of six months, the follow-
ing described property, viz:
Lying and bein,; in Paducah, Mc-
Cracken county, Kentucky, and being
lot No. 258 in block "Oa' addition
"F," to the city ot Paducah, Ken-
tucky, and bounded as follows:
Beginning at a point eo feet south
of the south-west intersection of
Boed and Seventh streets; then7e
west at right angles from Seventh
street mai feet; thence at right
angles and parallel with Seventh
street 40 feet; thence at right angles
19714 teet to Seventh street; with
Seventh street eie feet to the begin-
ning.
To satisfy said judgment. interest
and cast.
The purchaser will be required to
give bond with approved security.
bearina interest at 6 per cent. from
day of sale, having force of replevin
bond, on which execution may issue
when due.
This 8th day of November tg06.





In pursuance of a judgment of Mc-
Cracken circuit court, rendered at its
October Term, :goo, in the action of
John Rock Assignee, etc., plaintiff,
against Paducah Towing company.
etc. defendant. I will on Monday. No-
vember inh (about the hour of to
o'clock o'clock A. M ). tgo6. (being
County Court day), on the Steamer
Mary M Micheal at the foot of Third
and Jones street in the city of Pada-
cab. Kentucky. sell to the highest bid-
der, on a credit of three months, ,he
following described property, viz:
The Steamer Mary M. Michael, to-
gether with her machinery, tackle and
apparel and her barges, namely:—
Ed Gibbs. Jay Gould. Jessie. Lelia.
No. 23. and three open Pittsburg
barges.
Said steamer and barges to be sold
separately.
To satisfy said judgment, interest
and cost.
The purchaser will be required to
givo bond w'th approved security
bearing interest at 6 per cent from
day of sale having force of replevin
bond, on which execution may issue
when due.
This 8 day of November. D206.
CAMPBELL & CAMPBEIT.
AND ('RICE & ROSS,
Attorneys
F !C El REED,
Master romenielinner
HIT OR MISS TRANSLATION
Some Ludicrous Mistakes Made by
Frenchmen Dealing With
Znglish.
Victor Hugo always translated the
Firth of Forth as 'The First of the
Foarth" and swore that he was right.
too: while Disraeli noted with amuse-
ment the French rendering of the ad-
jective "woebegone" as "donleur va-
Y-en."
An early translator of Scott's "Bride








He and Hts.Pretber Have a Large New Stock at ,
518 BROADWAY
E. P. BOURQUIN, TUNER
Emerging from the jungle. vita came
fast and far in the next fifteen min-
ntes that it took tie four hours to get
back.
At Laguna. a stop of forty minutes
te replenish sand and water afforded
opportunity to take note of our stir-
rnundings and our fellow passengers.
The latter were mostly natives and
not over dean. They were nice and
sociable and fraternized with me
without being coaxed. My neighbor
on the right was a senora of tringuess-
able age. with a complexion of an-
tique oak She took pity on my ten-
der years and inexperience and lavish-
ed a bunch of lingo on me that drove
out of my head in the first round all
my carefully prepared Berlitz vocabu-
lary. She was a regular Waterbury
linguist
Spanish failing me, in a pinch I re-
sorted to the sign manual and we got
along fairly well. Somewhere mi
d-
stream in the torrent of language
which she directed -at me I detected
a familiar phrase and gallantly of-
fered her a cigar. The expansive
smile which greeted my donation
proved my interpretation to hav
e
been correct .
Wandering around the village, I
was struck by a neat and 
attractive
little cottage whkh invited closer i
n-
spection. It was inclosed tri a board
fence, ea *mad fester, berg. As
MUM ItIttUtuttta tlittattutz==========
THE OLDEST CONTINUOUS H °NEW 5
PAWNBROKER
I drew near I discovered
fence was made of mahogany boards.
With the extreme good taste which is
so characteristic of these natives, the
°weer had carefully whitewashed it.
Emerging from the jungle, we came
to the banana plantations, end here I
learned that this :emarkaoie railroad
transports to the steamers 6o per cent
'3f the bananas which enter New Or-
leans. Practically all of the bantriar
consumed west of Vie Ohic :.iver are
c.- rtied on the rail-lad to the eaaoast.
BURIED
Conspiracy to Undermine a
Claim in Nome Charged.
the ner, which was a portion of the ter-
ritory in dispute. The jury visited
the mine and when the ground was
dug up the pick was found. The
jury was out eight minutes and
brought in a verdict in favor of Lew-
is. Lutschhager, the special agent of
Lewis, was arrested and also Gil-
more, the lawyer. Bolander was
t:acked by Lewis and was taken eon
board the steamer bound for Portland
and lodged in jail.






St Louis, Mo.—Deep-water :oa-
st...et on Dates of sale, Nov 3 and
14. ata; limit, Nov. IR. toe5 R mind
trip rate, $7.31.
Gulfport, Miss.—General conven-
tion United Daughters of Confeder-
acy. Dates of sale, Nov. 12 and as,
1936; return limit Nov. 28, Igo&
Round trip rate $15.6o.
Mexico City, Mex.—American Pub-
lic Health association Dates of side.
Nov. 22 to 28. 1906, inclusive; return
limit 60 days from date of sale_ Stop-
overs going and returning at points
as are authorized on winter tourist
tickets. Round trip rate $52.
Kansas City, Mo.—Trans-Mississip-
pi conwress. Dates of sale, Nov. 71
10 21, tgeS, inclusive; return l'-uit
-Nov. aB, mod. By depositing tick/et
and paying fee of Sr an extension may
be had to Dec. r8, rgosk Round trip
rate $14.80.
The "Mysterious* Hand Came from
Paducah.
A few days ago some boys found
a glass jar containing a man's hand
in the south part of the city while
digging in the ground. It has been
learned that Mrs. Johnson, whose
husband left about a year ago, bur-
ied it. The hand was given her while
in 'Paducah and she feared that it
was the hand of her husband mail
she found him later.—Mayfield Mes-
senger.
•




At Register Building, 523 Broadway
JAMES E. WILHELM, President
'WIN WILHELM, Treaewrer
NOSERT S. WILHELM, Sectary
lasiteeed at the Postoffice of Paadu-
cah, ICy.. as second-clam mail matter
One /rear $3.00
Site Months  2.50
Three Months  ii.a5
One Week .  .10
Jury Has Not Agreed in Case of
Crutchfield Agains City
of Paducah-
Tttere is now on tried in the circuit
court the suit of Jamas E. Wilhelm
and Register Newspaper Co. against
Mark Wortentfor $2,500 damages for
malicious prosecution. The evidence
was all taken yesterday alternoon,
and this morning the cases will be
argued by the attorneys, and given
The politicians are busy ia their to the jury for decision.
pteparations for a slate for city of- Worten brought a suit for $to,000
fees next year. The people expect to 
agatnst Mr Wilhelm and The Res-
take a hand in the game before it. is
Flayed. The staks will be "A clean
SweeR and a Square Deal." such a
platform is large enough and strong
iliough 'for aH the people In stand
On.
The Chicago Chronicle come* for-
ward with a new suggestion on vot-
lug which seems feasible, and that is
for the big ballots in cities to be
given to the voter a week before and
marked by him at his home er place
of business and then carried to the
polls and deposited on election day.
Ane failing to receive this paper
regurly should report be matter to
p e Cumberland 318. 
Tale
h...1
Xegister Office at once.
'Saturday Morning, Novernbee to. ler*
Section 3069.
As the general council have about
exhausted the funds appropriated for
several items in the city government
it might be well to call the attention
ef that body to Section 3069 of the
cha-ter. Any citizen of Paducah can
sat only enjoin the expenditure of
any money in excess of the aPPr9-
psiation but he can also have the law
enfoeced against any official who by
his vote violates that Section which
ter for Sam Stone, carrying it to
Livingston county and a verdict was
returned in. favor of the paper and
its owner..
The jury was out all of yesterday
trying to reach a decision in the suit
oi Addie Crutchfield, adrnimstratrix
of Thomas Crutchfield ageinst the
City of Paducah. For boars the
jurors wrestled with the matter but
being unable to reach an agreement
by adjourning time yesterday after-
noon, Judge Reed dismissed them for
the right, after ordering them to re-
turn this morning and resume con-
sideration of the litigation Mrs.
Cautchfiekl wants $to,00ra damaa..s
from the city on the ground that a
fence did not run alongside the bridge
and approach crossing Island creek
at South Sixth street. therefore iier
husband rode his bicycle off the cm-
reads- bunkment and felr breaking his neck
.'Section 3o6e Exepnditizres Of in 
the hallow below.
There was dismissed as settled the
mosey Limited-Penalties. The gen- sun of Mrs. Leah Johnson, widow
eml council shall not t xpcnd any of the late Mended Johnson, against
mosey in excess of the amount an- the Mutual Reserve Fund Life In -
Oamad surance company. ptain Johnior.ly levied, collected or appropriat-
ed for any special object. Any mem- 'Women who cheat at genies and 
durine life carried a $0000 policy in
her of the general council who shall Raw are 
unashamed when men laugh_ this company After his death the
Seemingly vote for any appropriation 
Marty accept the cheat as a joke help cellicten refuoed payment of the
the feminine sense of honor. policy, arid suit to enforce its collee-• to lower
ad money or for the making of any They are as bad as the women who 
(kin was brought in the circuit court.
Can'embrace in violation of this act, or talk of having servants when they 
the company agreeing to pay
any officer of the city who shall have none, declared Miss Lucy 
sows. $1,500 in full settlement of the claim
knowingly do any act to impose upon by at the 
conference of he National ll'il 
is accented he NIVa Johnson mho Married In Lon on.
Union of Women Workers at Tun-
dismisi.es the quit A cablegram to Judge }atm: Camp- Odd Information.
'
Ibr A continuance until the next term toll, Sr.. of this city, : onnunces that Today Germany furnishes live-city any pecuniary liability in ex- i bitelge Wells. of coact was ,given the suit where W.mos of the authority in this act lino last Wednesday his Otughter, Mrs. sixths of the dyes in the world.It wait a debate in Who Has the
Sead, shall be guilty of a misdensean- Most Sense of Honor, Women
N Janes claims Cheatham Hodge Bessie C Virgo, was married in Lon- New Zealand s a has 2374 mile of rail-




owes him iveveral hundred dollars don to Mr. Harwood St -son, the nup- ••-eld in an area of loaf( o square 
ea fine of not less than one hun- !take 
part 
commioosion for Janes fretting 3 pOT- fiat, occurring while Cie bride was miles.
hp o chooser for Hodge's farm. in the
county. 
visiting relatives there where she A pension phia for aged and,
&ell nor more than one thousand 
: Before preparing my argument,
Sears, or imprisonment in the corm- tigation to learn what were the things
said Miss Soulsby, "I made an 'noes- _ ____,_In the suit eof G7alle_ie J. rm. vieum iss..sit7r
so___,_,_,_ wrilt last May after spading several :riled etnployes will soon he ;ntro-
iecks here, while cnroote to Europe diteed by thc I;oston and V one rail-
* Mil not less than eng...orakth nor in which women lacked a sense of laCgoamimumilissionevrwa Cecil Reed filed a ete-al ;
horn her home in the City of Mex- t, on
. —
mire than one year, or by 'both such honor. Besides the woman 
who
transferring certaist oroto-rtporr s si 
;co. The couple expel to sail for, Through the munificence of the
See and imprisonment." speaks 
of servants which she hasn't Richardson .. 
this country by the last of this month w:dow of a New York capitalist the 
. and after sisiting ia Paducah, pro- means has been suppfied for the cs-
litis -section is quite plain, yet it 
got, I had pointed out to me the avo- Au order was issued corresting
ceed on to \keret) where the groom tahlishment of a magazine printed inman who reads other people's let- some transcript errors ehat bad been
IS being violated at this time. Co.- ters without authority, and the wo- made in the litigation of -M 
1-a, business interests. Mind point type.ary E. The Japanese Itaving'discovered the
tempt for the law by those in author- man who overhears conversations Alhaore executrix of H. C. Allison. pessibilities of the profit 'in patent
Miss Sot- C. tsarvey, of riot South medicines, are extending their mar
firarri4-e Party.
iep is ao ..influence for evil and a ohich she is 
not suppoeed to listen against the Fideity Mutual Life In- I
step should be put to it. 
to. aurance company. The late H. C. ' 
-Why is it that girls are more ?roue Aso_on held a policy on -hi: Ofesin this I.' i
...,,__.
.-ireet N XS last evening tender- kets for them in China. Korea and Hbwl of Protest Heard From AU
.. 
nnvn
to cheat games than boys? It is all company wtach refuses t„ pay, mod mg .ed a surprise 
party by many friends. the South Sea islandq. ' — Over City When Amazing
because of early training. Boys are con•-•amentare
 to the twenty-second There are • 690.000oo bee hives, pro- ing News Iii Heard.
widow now sues.
taught to be chivalrous and tolerant The evietenev, was 1.,,ar4 and t:„... rt-
-'iersary .• her birth.
-- — 
idueur .n0000 tons of honey, in Spain.
of girls. So boys gvow up with a submitted to the co —• individuall; 'Cr of honey in
isnectohned wgreladtestGperodtniuncy- 1 a Chiltecagni:R.,
tNoova rgyaliziatiOnl-'0;'ssishua.:
sense of chivalry and girls grow up to decide the quit of 3 T. Reeidt-i- BIG LOS:' BY FOREST FIRES i 
mpecting tolerance of boys. The against Sot C. Vaudian. Mr. -- --
with 2.000.000 bee luvea. produces it swim to have a negro judge, ail.
s% caker sex is thus handicapped. Frank Scott and Mrs. Wird:e Dab Flames Clueing Destroction in Mor- 
, 20.000 tons. the howl of protest which began yea-
"Women do not learn the practical n,...y. wherein Dr. Red/dick sni. z fort gan County. and Rain Is the ;have been introduced in Odessa, it was anroonctitl that Frederick I. 
A new data. of insurance is said to terday gained in cressendo today when
;
lessoos which rough experience gives about ;Lox) claimed he advanced as Only Hope of Salvation,
to the other sex. A boy knows if he premiums upon the life i• !ranee I Mt. Sterling, Ky., Nov. n—Reports 'ra
nch insures against riots, mob vio- Barnete the judge in question, would.
does not play fairly he will receive
no quarter; if he cheats he will get An amended petition was filei 'n forest fires wirich he
-e been raging premium, ranging from
policy of Sol C. Vaughas. have reached Ais city of disastrous lence and 
revolutionary risings, the.  rnotaee.be assigned exclusively to the trial
2 1-2 to :1 of cases involving persons of his own
kicked out; buit with a girl it is dif- the suit of R. P. Jones againet the in Morgan county daring 
the last per cent.
ferent A boy 'plays tjse game' and Samuel H. Winstead Medicine corn- w
eek. The dry ‘veac ,•c has caused I Paul I). Cravath. chairman of the "This is not a 'Jim Crow' court."
abides by the decision of the umpire, par 
the timber to born r. Udly and the tenement lulu,' committee of the declared Chief Justice Olsen. of the
but .a girl will appeal from the um- There was dismissed as settled the 
fire has !swept everytt: ig before it. Charity Organization society, de- new municipal court "I shall assign
pires decision if it does not suit her. snit of Powley against the Paducah 
The fire is creeping near the large dares that a close canvass shown that Me Bernett where I think he will dr
As a rule, I would say that girls have Cooperage company. 
Cannel City coal mil es of Bigstaff there are in New York tenements the most good."
more sense of honor by nature, while Cases Reset for Tuesday. 
8c Cockrell. and all r.:e cabins and ,'s7000oo rooms that have no windows. Barnett was elected to two-year
boys have more by training." Two actions originally docketed 
buildings are in darrges of being des- A camel can easily carry a weight term 'is municipal judge as a republl-
Miss Alice Gardner, lecturer at for today, but reset over u
ntil next troyed. Hundreds of panels of fence of T000 pounds on its back, about can, despite the fact that he ran on-
N e willuoli o ."Iss,s, qu. ;tett Georee 
sro.ocoso, arc Mnx Natim and foe have been burned and much valuable four times- as much weight as a horse 000 votes behind the next lowest can-.
Meredith's "Diana of the Crossways" Friedman against Willia
m Katter- timber. The holm will reach thous- can carry. The camel begins work didate on that ticket. I is said tie*
to prove that the public expects a john, and. J. W. 
Pendley for Float ands of dollart, and there is no tell- nt the age of four and is useful for Thermo* Lantry (Dem.) who lacked
lewer sense of honor in women. Pendley against the 




negro vote .of this . city is puschas-
'The fact that a large part of the gonsernment secret. Niow the 
fact
that the public, instoad of leaving the
"The heroine of that book," she railroad.
the structure was first completed' it i
She building at 510 Broadway. When of the fire.
Joe Friedman and Max. Nahm own people cannot check the onward rush 
teen.
''' holic beverages by goveihment or O
The use of whisky and other alco- hfanf nuall
oblican landslide. because the voters




said, "is tempted to sell an important 
.
does not come in a short time or the
heavily scratched by the 
republicans'1 ft nearly played out at the age of fif- l
able should 'cause our good citizens 
book there und then, eagerly reads on, was one 
story in heighth, and le'a'sed INCREASE IN PRICE municipal employes during hours of
xua do some sober thinking. If money 
proves that it expects to find less ti:- The 
Register Newspaper company. OF LEAD PENCILS. serv:ce is practically prohibited in orre of the democrates.
. hoeion amotig women than anamig 
Afterwards the paper owners oave Belgium, with the result that drunk-
--Officer Courtney Long o ill return
een influence that eleanent, and it ,s men. Let us overcome this reproach.
openly talked that money did in- "I am confident that 
there is more 
Friedman and Num permiseson. 
Given as Reason for the Sranches of the public service, 
and tonight from Lexington where be car-
to
put a second etory on the .building, 
Higher Cost of Labor and Materials enness is rarely met with in any
fluence hundreds of diem Tuesday, Jhcrar 
among our girls new than there and -Heflin 
and Friedman let the con- Advance. never among railway employes. 
Heti Agnes Holtman to the state re-
'the grand jury should 4-if( the mat- 
vs-as two generations ago, and today 
eur school girls have more honor than 
-I°-'n.• During process of the work the rate on all lead pencils costing $3.60 3t2000,000,000 worth of gold is esti-





ter to the boas= Thot election is their Continental sisters. There is 
roof was torn off over the newspaper
h
or less a gross has gone up, accord- mated to have been dug from the 
tor at the local Western flion Telc-
o vie r. but we arc to liasre elections more honor in the English 
schol plant was greatly damaged by
 deluges ing to annotnicements now being sent earth. Not much Mere than one-half 




iii the company's oHffeice iast Corsicana,
rn
As to let vote buying go unchalleng-
in this city every year and it will not than there is in 
those of France and from 
hard rains that fell during that
Gormany."--4London Mal 
period. The 'Register sued Friedman
to stationers by domestic mantufac-
torers, from 5 to 25 cents a gross. istince in the monetary stocks of the




ed in this city. The way In kill an 
ami Nahm taxid got judigonent for New price lists on some lines of globe. Of this, however, the United
Summerry'lle, while the new, night
eei: is to attack it esery time it rears 
woman has told one-third of it. 
$, son and now Friedman. and Nahm foreign pencils are also being sent to States is believed' to hold $i,250,000,-
cue to recover from Contractor Kat- dealers.
chief will be Operator W. g Nich-
its head. 
Work -cures worry. terjohn on the ground that the ldealers.The reason given for the advance 
000 to $t,500,000 (Po.
Yesterday a little blaeit and tan
was responsible for the damage to the 'is the higher cost of labor and rna- 
James H. Johnson of Washington,
suffering from rabies, appeared
were entertained at newspaper pleat, Friedman and Nellie - .tonal, 
who drove the remaining members oh
Sixty children
near the Washington school buildingWith all due respect to the men tiott of a large pabli
• tea at Hughenden, England, on the cia.imin _ that wheng the woof was ' 
of the Davis femily et the funeral of --
on West Broadway, dashed downwho have been honored heretofore 
c pond to cora- 'taken off Katterjohn guaranteed them'  
Mrs. Jefferson Davis in Richmond, 
cog, 
to Ninth and then upwith the various offices in Paducah, the first time for nearly a hundred
meniorste the fact that t was dry or against any loss t- i  f  newspaper plant 1 day, but has been continued until the 
has driven the Dauis carriage at the
Ninth towards the North end of townwe believe the. city. has grown to a Years. 
damage may entail oia them. next January term of court. 
funerals of each .of the members who
where he was lost sight of. }le snap-
I Ploy Pewdley was on a street car James Scott was a switchman for 
have gone before. He drove at the
ped at everything and everybody, but
size where it can afford to take up passing Eleventh and 
Broadway, the road and went from here to work 
funerals of Jefferson Davis and Miss
fortunately bit none.sew men entirely and begin to get
ready for the death of those who have 
a really great thing it is to be just
Many a man never finds out what when an illinois Central railroad train 
Winnie Davis. He has never missed
run over by a switch engine and
in the *Fulton yard's where he was attending a Confederate reunion since
1Wm. Briggs, of the I. C. fired met
Conductor
account of her being under age he
served the public in days gone by. No thcn it is everlastingly too late.
living until his time comes to die, and 
struck the car and injured her. On
t
board of the engine, when, there
killed. He was standing on the foot- 
the war.
• eadt tthheedoangtmwalh.
Two subjects there are on which The suit of Annie B. Scott, admin-
I
i his revolver, but miss-
offense is meant to those who were . 
;suit is hrosight throirgoli her father. ;or
caught in the rails, the metal end of A girl can love nearly any man
faithful, but it is a bad idea to rely 
Itla—atoes. arrainst the railroad.
The air-brake hose, which when drawn unless her parents want her..to.
talknever ceaseth---yea. three that heratrix of James Scott, against -the that Jarred the step so that Scott fell i LsTbe finest
upon any certain set of men for our summit of rilsaoreallgo .
prospects in lift are
Public officials. ligi0O.
end not—the weather, politics and re animal's C,eriltral railroad for $25.00') nff and sips merged over by ate; The. law is best kept when it is found at the
l 
&nage" . VMS docketed for trill! 40" elogsne. ;I lest 
in lewt. ,ditties.
. .t. ' 
.•
THE NAIL-NASH PHYSICIAN IS ON MS WAY
WEDDINC TODAY MUCH VISE TO ISTHMUS
NUPTIALS OCCUR AT THE MR. A. D. PURDY SUMMONED PRESIDENT BOUND FOR PAHA-
HOME OF THE BRIDE IN TO BEDSIDE OF FATHER MA ON THE BATTLESHIP
LOUISVILLE. AT KUTTAWA. LOUISIANA
-Gong° DOWN TO SEE NOW
DITCH IS GETTING ALONG'
Washington, Nov. 9.—"Good-by,
am going down to see how the ditch
ts getting along," shouted President
Roosevelt as he stood on the after
starboard deck of the yacht Mayflow-
er at the Washington i avv ).iri
when that vessel was leaving die.
dock seaterday afternoon.
Accompanying the president were
Nit's. Roosevelt and her maid, Surgeon
General Rixey. of the navy.' and
C Latta, one of the assistant secre-
taries at the White House "The
Moyflower took the party to Wolf
Tiap Light. at the mouth of the Rap-
pahannock river in the Chesapeake
bay, where a transfer was made to the
b.,ttleiship Louisiana, which is convey
ing the president to and from the
latheius
It looks very much like the city
of Paducah and the property owners
along Nineteenth sweet are being
called upon to spend thousands of
elicitors to build a rend bed for the
traction company. Mitch the bids
when they come in for widening Broad
way and extending the culvert be-
tween Seventeenth and Nineteenth
streets. and the filling of the hollow
en Nineteenth street between
B.readway and Kentucky avenue
chiding the building of a.large brick
culvert across Nineteenth street. The
'hardest work done by thc republicen
ccancil was to give the eeeporations
sreerythicg they gs/oed fro- si rid now
dist body has made it conepsditorY on
flee public to spend thousands of dol-
laws for tfie ir pets.
municipal ownership should
Every voter in Paducah who be-
heves in 
 sua AGAINsT
enroll as a member of the Municipal
'Lague. One of the prime objects of
the league will be the dissemination of
statistics and knowledge bearing on
the value of municipal ownership
WORTEN ON TRIAL
Thc fight put up by the corporations FOR EXPENSE AND IODINOY-
oith their money on election day ANCE TO REGISTER FOR
loald arouse every public ownership GROUNDLESS SUITS.
to action.
If the men who sincerely desire to
see "A Greater Padacah," will pull
off their coats and work for the city
owning a water and ligheplant, we
will soon see the city forge ahead.
The city has too long been corpora-
tion ridden and worked for the bene-
fit of a select few who have grown
rich from grabbing franchises.
•
Mra Micheal Williams has reeureed
horn visiting in MeLeansbor, LII
• • + + + + + o•  + • •
WOMEN'S SENSE
OF HONOR •:*
• * + + + + + + + + • • + I #
•
Mrs. Bessie Campbell 'Curgo Was Mrs. T. Reed Had Narrow Escape "I Am Going Down to See How the\
Married Wednesday in London From Death By Accidentally . Big Ditch is Getting Along," f




At Louisville today Miss Elora , Mr. A. D. Purdy, of the Abrini L. Norfolk, Va., No 9--President
Nall and Mr. Maurice lash, Jr., both Weil insurance office, has gone to Ri (match, on hostel the United
of that city, will be united in mar- Kottawa where he was called by mes- Ssaies battleship Louisiana, bound for
nage, the nuptials heigg a quiet home aage announcing that his father, Dr. the Isthmus oi Pan. ma, passed out
affair attended by only intimate A. K. Purdy had taken a turn for the to sea through the capes of Virginia
friends and the relatives. After the merse and was in a serious condition exactly at 6:ou o'clock this morning.
ceremony the couple leave for an at his home in that neighbolins eity. The Loosisiana was followed by the
extensive bridal tour, which will in- Dr. Purdy was shot several aveeke arm oied creasers Tennessee and Wash #0.,
etude a visit to relatives in this city, ago through to head by City Mar- higton, which are to convoy the bat's •
Lousing of a prominent family, and 'hal McCullom of Kuttawa, when the tleship on her southern trip.
beiug blessed pith ap :he accom- latter went to arrest the physician on When some distance off Cape
plishments and beauty Kentucky en- a charge of fighting. Henry the Louisiana raised signals of
&ova. her young ladies, the bride is - i some kind, which the United States,
a yottug woman unusually popular Taken Quite M. ' !weather observer at the cape was an.
over the state. She has host of Mr Joseph Gourieux was )-ester- able to distinguish because of I
friends and admirers in this city, day taken quite ill at his home on great amount of smoke being emitted
where she has often visited her sis- South Fourth street, and was in a ser- from the funnels of the I.ouisiana ani
ter, Mrs. David L. Van Culin of ious condition for a whde, but this other vessels at the time.
South Sixth street, who is at Louis- morning at a o'clotk was much bet- Neither of the warships made any,
villeNfor the in:pools. The bride is ter and resting easy. sop, however, and vain passed out
the daughter of Colonel Ion B. Nall, of signt to the southeast of Cape.......—•is:seickarnie 
a The transfer last night of the pyrit-
ic-rm.:11y cinnmissioner of agriculture Other Peogile. Ream
for this commonwealth, Mrs Henry iter is steadily,
Mr. Nnsh is a Paducah boy who recovering at her home on Third and dential party in Upper Chesapeake
several years ago went to Louisville Adams streets, now being out of bay, from the yatch Mayflower to tit*
and is connected in a responsible ca- danger, after remaining ía a serious Louisiana was without special incl.
pacity with a large stave and barrel condition for some days. dent so far as is known here.
works controlled by Messrs Frank Mrs. Kattie Craig, proprietress of The weather at sea today is charm-
Fitton, Richard LaRue arid others, Hotel Craig at Fifth and Jefferson ir.g, and the conditions for a delight-
also formerly of Paducah. The streets, was able to be up yesterday trip by the president and his party
groom is a young business man of after nearly a week's confinement could not be more oromising than at
integrity, and the son of Mr. and Mrs. with Mess.
fpurlesent.
M. B. Nash, Sr., of North Ninth Mr. Henry Hazotte, the clothier, is Wireless telegraph messages are ex- '.
street, this city, Mrs. Nash and a confined with an attack of fever. pected from the president all along ,
number of other relatives from this the coast. The Louisiana will not
city will attend the wedeing. Overdose of Morphine.- love the coast shore for any great
Yesterday Mrs T. Reed was atm* wad will be in toed by wire-
Joint Entertainment found unconscious in her room at th- le.% almost during the entire trip
A very hapy time wa- spent yes- J. Yes Troutman home on South 1
terday afternoon at the rsaidrace on Third near Ohio street She had
1k est Jefferson street of •It.s. Hughes beer ill for several days and was talc-
McKnight by the member) of the ing morphine to relieve her, when
Sans Souci and Entre Nous clubs, she got an overdose and became un-
oho were jointly entert lied by Mrs. conscious before others entered the
McKnight and her sled .. Mit. Sallie reom and noticed her She was riven














































































































'FORMER PADUCAH MAN IN KILLS TWO SOWELL MILL
BREACH (,OF PROMISE SUIT GIRL FRIENDS LOSS ADJUSTED
UIS CLAIMS GEORGE DOVEYWIDOW BRADSHAW OF ST. LO
PROMISED TO MARRY HER, AND THEN AFTERWARDS
REFUSED TO FULFILL 1118 PART OF THE MARITAL CON-
TRACT—REFEREE BAGBY OF BANKRUPT COURT WILL
PERSC)NALLY EXAMINE PRESIDENT RE,HKOPF MONDAY
MORNING IN COURT—L. M. CORNILLAUD, JR., QUALIFIED
AS ADMINISTRATOR OF FATHER'S EATATIL
News of interest to Paducah:ins is court yesterday set next Monday as
the fact that George B. Dowry had the time for E. Rehkopf president of
been made defendant in a Swam the E. Reitkopf Saddlery company, to
breath of promise suit instituted be personally examined in the court
against him in St. Louis by a dash- where creditors are forcing the sad-
in( widow. dlery concern into hanicruptcy. The
Dovey }lab hundreds of friends here credit , yesterday wit/lied the referee
where he lived during the early go's. to tutu a rule ordering the -president
He was then a well-to-do young man, to appear for examination, but :is he
who with his brother, William poesy, had already entered his appearance
operated a big coal mine above here this rule wa.s not necessary.
on the Louisville division of the Ilk- The creditors also wanted the re-
ams Central railroad. He was a great feree to rule ordering Mr. Rehkopf
lover of sports, and although well off, to file a schedule of liabilities and as-
jollied the fast baseball team Paducah sets, but this order was not needed
thea maintained, holding down one either, as the list of indebtedness and
of the bases to appease his infatuation outstanding accounts, together with
for the national game, while his stock valuations, is now being ccnn-
brother also played with the club, piled by the saddlery firm.
Which at that time had a park near • About yoo different ciaims have al-
lots- e Fifteenth and Jefferson streets ready been lodged with the referee
1110. runt, by that roomy creditors, and by the
Some weeks ago Mr. George Dovey time the court is ready to order a
nod amociates of St Louis purchased distribution of moneys the indebted-
the. controlling interest in the Na- ness will run way above ;meow
tsonal League club of Boston. Yes-
terdiay came a dispatch from St
lama stating as follows regarding the
breach of promise action instituted
against- bini:
Power of Attorney.
Documents were filed in the county
clerk's office yesterday in which J W.
"St Louis Nov. 9..George B. Slough confers power of 
attorney on
Dewey, a Kentucky coat operator and Fit C Boone
saleaman for the S. Louis Car com-
pany, recently Monopolised forth as a Coraillaud Estate.
baseball magnate, participating with
Eastern men in the purchase of the 
Louis M. Cornillaud. Jr., yesterday
in the cot
controlling interest of the Boston 
asty court qualified as ad-
National Learn, baseball club, is de- 
ininistrator of the estate of his father,
fendant in a breach-of-promise suit 
L. M. Cornillaud. Sr. who died sev-
eral days ago. Mrs Coe:sinew re-
tar 
'14)4111°NhA brutm, ..esY 
by Mrs. quested the court to mega tile son
— Iri1tw' 4 
: 
as the one to have charge of winding
with two children.
-Mrs. Bradshaw. in her petition. 
up doe estate. Stephen Menard, Al-
avers .hat As said -Ye:- whet Dovey . ty bert 
Durnaine and Fritz were selected
proposed to her in July last, and that, 
i)he the courtas appraisers to value
though suiteithat tense has elapsed for
him to carry out his part of the CO2 -
tract, be has repudiated it Dovey to-
-day declined to discuss the case at
length, but said that the suit was
so effort to obtain money from him
nu no substantial basis. When a flat
over a stores at aflatA North Vands-
venter avenue was occupied by Mrs.
litradshaw Dovey was one of her
roomers, that address appearing in the
Wit directory as his residence."
Steaming President Rehkopt
4itere. Rugby of the bankrupt
1 I  I • •  ••
Transfer of Property.
Property in the Lone Oak section
og the county has been sold by W. M.
Rudolph to J II. Rogers for $55o. The
deed conveying the land was filed
for record yesterday with the county
clerk.
John B. Mitchell purchased land in
the county from D E. Stahl for SA
The Fidelity Trust and Safety
Vault company transferred to M. B.
Rogers for Stsoo property at Twetfth
and Broadway
•
ONE LONE PRACTICE IS
HIGHWAYMAN ONE OF CRUELTY
latiLDS UP PASSENGERS ON
ROCK ISLAND SLEEPER
AT POINT OF GUN
thposaes Between $roo and tscia. Pulls
Bell Cord and Escapes in the
Darkness.
Kansaa City, Nov. 9.—A lone rob-
ber, heavily masked boarded the rear
sleeper of the east-bound combina-
tion Chicago & Alton Rock Island-
California limited train, known as
No ra, between Slater and Glasgow,
Mo., shortly after midnight last night
robbed the passengers of a sum placed
at between aro° and $5. and escap-
ed 'n the darkness.
- The traha left Kansas City \last
night at 9 v'cloct: and ma's due to




He Will Compel the Reins to Be
Loosened, arid Prosecute Guilty
For Repetition.
Humane Officer Thomas Sanders
has commenced a reform he intends
to make among the drivers of ve-
hicles in this city, and especially of
those large wagons used for hauling
ploposes. In taking this step he does
so to save the mouth of the horse or
node.
Where there is a double team, the
drivers have gotten into the habit
of buckling very tight the outside
rein 'on each mule. With this rein
'always drawn taut when the driver
tmorning. The robber. who is de- wants to turn his animals from one
scribed 25 heing tall and wearing a side of the street to the other, the
long black overcoat, boarded the rear • thing he has to do is to pull his
. 
,sleeper at Slater. When the train a°c.in'n) . a the very slightest, and its taut
'had gotten well under way he enter- pulls thc animal's head to
ed the sleeper and •observation car, 
condition 
one side.
bound through from California: /We ,- '
t 
0.ffihar Szedsrs "as comol hat
encountered the Pullman conductor many 01 the drivers keep this outside
had a porter, and at the point of a rein butckled entirely too tight,
-revolver commanded them to proceed and -as a result it pulls on the bit
ahead of him and wake up the vas- cc:Ishii-stir and so hard that sores are
ecngers. The sleeper was well fill- worn in the corners of the animals'
ice). As his demands were carried out hae has found a number of
the 'Asher, keeping the conductor and mouth'''.cases where the sores are in a very
praiser ahead of him, systematically bad state.
relieved the passengers of money,
watches and jewelry. When he had 
Now, wheel he sees the reins
drawn too tightly he compels the
made his way through to the . front d
of the car he started for the second 
river to stop, loosen them and then
- proceed on his way, after giving the
Pullman. Before the robber c.otild en driver a wranintg that he will be ar-
med 
she second ear the porter slam- rested and prosecuted if found with
die 'door in his face. The train the rein buckled up tight again. It
was thiesi ;at a point about one mile
east of Glasgow. Realizing that. 
is a very cruel praietice of the drivers
he could proceed no further with 
his done merely for the 
sake of saving
aernethe trotihle of pulling much on
work, the robber pulled the air hope.
While the train was slacking 
its the rein when they want to turn the
animal's head doe way or the other.
speed he jumped off and disappeared
in the darkness. Early this 
morning
officers were started out from Glas-
<tow, Slater and 'Kansas City to 
trace , SPECIAL TO' JACKSON.
theIrotiber. The territory in which he
worked irt thickly settled, and it 
will The 
Knights of Colttanbus spccial
train will leave Paducah, EroadwaY
he difficult for huts to make • 
his es-
and Ecrisenth streets 6:30 a. m. 
Sun-
day Nov. itth, for Jackson, Tenn., 
re-
turning leave Jackson 11:50 cr, in. Fare
Abet:tee In the Regiater and Gat $3;3o round trip.-
J'. T. PONOVAN, 
Agt.nt.
PI EFFORT TO END HER OWN
LIFE BY ASPWIXIA-
TION.
Unrequited Love the Cause of the
Rash Deed—Man in the Casa
is Held.
Chicago. Nov. p.—The death of two
girl companions and the probable
death of a third is laid to sixteen-
year-old Alosia Maroi, who also vain-
ly to kill herself yesterday
in the German Hospital, 754 Larrabee
street.
The dead girls are:
Anna Hriba, twenty-one years 014.
Rosa Stupka, twenty years old.
The dying:
Aloisia Lotric, sixteen years old.
Only Aloisia Marci will recover,
physicians assert, although her con-
dtion last night was such that they
were still wprking vigoriously to
keep a spade of life aflame.
The girls, who were employed as
servants in the hospital, were found
huddled in two beds in a small room
in the basement with one gas jet
turned on.
Only after hours of effort were the
police able to determine that Aloisia
Marci had announced her intention
of committing suicde because of un-
requited love, and that in her des-
peration she had given no thought
te the companions she had endeav-
ored to sacrifice with herself. -
Last night John Charnazer, twenty-
years old, was declared by the po-
tee to be the man responsible for
the deed and he is held at the North
Ilalsted greet station.
The girl is believed to have made
a van attempt to meet her former
fiance Wednesday evening and to
have returned home in a despondent
tilted to fulfill her threat of suicide.
A last silent waltz with the man
Sunday evening was the last meeting
of the couple
For many hours after the girls were
found, two uncons ,.:• and two
dead, in their' beds s y the hos-
pital attendants believed the , affair
to have been an accident. Then the
search of the room by Acting In-
;rector Healy and Lieutenant
Sclilau, revealed a letter that had
been placed upon a stand, but which
had been brushed to the floor in the
excitement following the finding of
the bodies,
the bodies. The letter was addressed
to the young man and stated the girl's
tintention to commit suicide
PAVROT lorUST STAY IN JAIL
No one Authorised to Take Bond
For Congressman-Elect.
Baton Rouge. La, Nov. o —An un-
usual legal situation has followed the
killing by Congressman'-elect George
K. Favrot of Dr. B. H. Aldrich and
the result may be to keep Mr. Favrot
in jail for sixty days without hope of
bail. He was judge of district court
here, before which his case should
legally come up for consideration. Hia
resignation from this office yesterday
left this court without a judge, and
it will be sixty days after notice of a
new special election is served before
his successor can be chosen. The
state constitution intakes no provis'on
for appointing a successor. The
prisoner cannot secure bail until his
case goes before the court.
It was reported that Mr. Favrot
might issue a statement today clear-
ing up the cauee for the shooting
DARING ROBBERY REPORTED
Election Thieves Get Away With
School Trustee's Book.
Louisville, Nov. 9.—The election
officers who salved at the Twenty-
fourth precinct of the Tenth ward
have reported to the chief of police
and the County Clerk that the books
of the precinct showing the vote in
the school trustee race in the Tenth
ward had `seen stolen from them on
the night of the election, at the point
ot the pistol.
In this precinct the vote is said to
byre stood 91 for Meyers, the repub-









Mr. Charles McQuay Takes Important
Position With the Hiram Blow
Stave People.
•
Messrs Muscoe Burnett and A. B.
Sowell, of the Paducah Veneer 'and
Package Company, have settled with
thc adjusters of the fire insurance
cempanies for the loss sustained by
the former's veneer plant in Mechan-
icsburg, several weeks ago, when a t
Cale destroyed their dry kiln. That
entire department was destroyed and t
entailed a loss of $4,000 upon the s
proprietors, who had insurance fully f
covering it.
'Mr. Burnett yesterday announced t
they would immediately get the de-
bi:s off the grounds and erect their
new dry kiln, which will be ready for
use by the first of next year, or
eprlier :f possible. A temporary dry-
ing arrangement will be made to use
iehile the new one is being built
Gone With New Firm.
Mr. Charles McQuay left yesterday
morning for Louisville and Nashville,
and from these places he will leave
for Terre Haute, Ind., to locate. Mr.
MaQuay has been bookkeeper for the
W. B. Kennedy tobacco brokerage of-
fice of this city, but has accepted a
position in the auditing department
kr the string of Hiram Blow stave
factoree that are scattered over the
country and controlled by Mr. Ver-
non Blow, the wealthy timber man
eho was here the first of this week
attending flue meeting of the stock-
holders of the Paducah Cooperage
Company of Mechanicsburg.
Mr McQuay is originally from Bal-
timore and a bright, progressive
young business man who made many
friends during his four month's resi-
dence in this city.
FAMILY LOST BECAUSE
BABY SWALLOWS ADDRESS
Mother and Two Children Stranded at
Depot in St Louis.
St. Louis, M. Nov. 9.—Stranded
at the Union Station, and unable to
bad her husband or friends with
wham he is supposed to be stopping,
is the plight of Mrs. W. Cohn and her
two children. a boy of seven and a
girl of two. Mrs. Cohn and her chil-
dren arrived at the Union Station lac
night. Her longhand had preceded her
from Watertown, N. Y.. three weeks
previous. Cohn, whose given name is
Wolf sent Mrs..Cotyi the address of
bit uncle, with whom he said he was
stopping. Just before the train
reached St. Louis, Mrs. Cohn says.
her little girl got hold of the slip of
paper containing the adores, ahl
swallowed it. She does not remern
ber the name of the husband's. and.,
or the street on which he !Ives !RAcKET 
DATE FIXED FOR EXECUTION
Frankfort, Ky., Nov. 9.—Gov. Beck-
ham yesterday set Decembea 7 as the
date for the executioa of aaicob Bis-
choff, the Louisville wife murderer,
and signed the death t, arrant. Efforts
were made, without :ail to ,ectirc a
pardon for Bischoff.
DEFIED BY TEACHER OF 16,
ASK LAW TO REMOVE HER
Bill to Bar G.r1 From County
School is Filed.
Waukegan, Ill., Nov. o. —An un-
usual son for injunzth is ia oust a
school teacher, who is said to be too
young and incompetent. evia started
in the etrcuit court today by Thomas
Kelly and other residents oi district
503I of 'Libertyville. The slit is
against Directors Jcseeph Miie. P
Eyre and H. Elfing and aI Iler,
a tc:e•her. aged sixteen. It is alleged i
hat Miller and Elfine are relatives of 1
the teacher and secu: •.d her position.
hat she begun long before she %%as
ixteen )-tars old and ; not competent
or a country wheel of forty-five
Pupae. Keay and others have taken Phones
heir children out of ,he school.
Ncw is the time to get a bottle Of
Dr. Dwight's
Lily derma Creank
Prevents and cures chapped rouge
skin. Makes the skie soft, smooth
and white. Removes all hlemisieu
caused by tl ! cold winch.
Delightful to use after shaving.





237. 7th and Jackson Sao
Why Stove Putty. Makes
i—An Expensive Stove
et 1/F the joints don't fit,datib • little
1. stove putty in 'em."
That's the policy of most stove
manufacturers, because it costs Wye less.
But it costs you more.
Every time • piece of this putty
shrinks, and drope out, there's a crack
to sock in air.
Half of the heating power of soft coal
and a great portion of hard coal, is gas.
These valuable genes which should be
burned, and a big part of the heat go up
the chininey—wasted.
From Poo to Moo lost in fuel during
the life of the stove.
To say nothing of the discomfort and
unsatisfactory heating of the house •





In the ordinary stove there is an open-
ing of about one-eighth inch between the
top and sides. The seams are filled with
stove putty, and the parts are belted to-
gether.
After a few months' use the putty dries
up and falls out, leaving this one-eighth
inch crack all around the-top, which in an
18-inch stove meameserris square inches of
Ieakag-e.
The eight or ten other ;units in the
stove are fastened together in the same
way, so the total air-leakage
soon becomes very large.
But by the Cole Method the
sheet steel sides are 'flared,"
and the smoothly ground edges
of the cast iron top are forced to
fit so closely under a screw press.
that not a particle of Most putty
is necessary to make a tight
fitting top.
The same airtight construe-
tion is used in fitting every joint.
Thus, all the air is forced
through the proper drafts, and
the gases and fuel held back
until they are consumed by the
patented top Hot Blast Draft.
Tbe smoke-proof feed door is
top does away with an air-leak-
ing door frame on the side; the
• tented steel collar connection
sang the ash-door casting to
body, the patented com-
pound hinge for the ash door
(which makes it water tight like
a pump valve), the straight
steel Vet and water tifiht
steel bottom all make the use
of stove putty unnecessary in
Cole's Hot Blast.
.Cole's Hot Blast burnt, Hard
Coal, Soft Coal, Slack, Lignite
or Wood.
It holds fire so well that the fuel
put in the night before will heat'
the rooms for 2 Or 3 hours the next






F. N. Gardner, Jr. Co.
14-ho) 31c)tlt.i? Third .6t.
RISKED HIS OWN LIFE
TO SAVE TWO CHILDREN
Pennsylvania Conductor Given a
Medal of Honor by the President.
Washington. Nov 9.—President
Roosevelt has awarded a medal of
honor to Edward Murray, a conduc-
tor on the Pennsylvania railroad, who
risked his sown life to save the lives
of two children, Robert and Margaret
Lewis. in Pitteburg. Pa.. on, January
22 129t. Murray previously received
a Clarnegie medal for the same act of
her Men.
MOB ATTEMPTS
TO . LYNCH HIM.
Thomas Balf in Danger of Being
Strung up At Spring Green, Wis.
Spring Green, Wis. November 9.—
A mob of 500 people attempted to
lynch Thos. Balf on his arrival here
yesterday under arrest charged with
an aseault on Mrs. Edward Frank.
The prisoner was latched to jail. The
mob nevertheless suspended' a noose
from a water tower and made ready
for a lynching. The crowd surged
around the jail and declared that Ball
would be strung up at 3 o'clock,
when. he was brought out for a hear-
ing.
pnatecribe for the Register.
STORE




This store has ctiwit•is huil stieehha with lh•
famous Thonistin's '"Glove-Fitt,ing" C-.1:%-a.ts. Al-
ways a zinc line of Thoit,e:I's 
very latest uud VI: iti ever_
ahyle, r.7:d wc !heti voltinr. : I Ira 42.){ ; -
'rhoLa.-Gr. t...;: :s t,Il• .),
very' pt-latice41 ii tit.: • r :1! .1:: • ;
oral ilsat i,..4ctiti .• . tzt
guaranteed to give satihtahtory Iv( u.r.
Coreh.I-
MULL& HOMPSON
407 BROADWAY. PADUCAH, KY
Now is the time for:you to fill you' coal house. Lump 12c, Nut 1 I
Bers,, Kentucky:anaEi11ino4 Coai
Also dealer in LIME ant' CEMENT: - Agent il-;-Whitehall'-and
Agatite Cement. "KING OF CEMENT"j
fin Al Cunningham,
II Ia. • •  •• • •
0 •
P. -





rcomnieud the use or
Henry's Aseptic Cream as a'
never-thsappointing healing and
i
softening . application . . t
or it
chapped Or cracked skin or lipe. 1
Is a one night cure 
for 1:
chapped lips and skin rough- •
I
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A HINT TO MERE MAN + SPARE THE BIRDSt:*
By Kate Burr. +
+ + + + + +
a o. + Spare the birds! When your bag
One of the greatest mistakes you holds a dozen plump partridge (quail
can make about a woman is to 3o-called) take the shells out of yoursup-
pose she is vain of her personal ap- gun and go home. Be a sportsman!
pearance. .And bear in mind that a sportsman
Now, I'm not denying that worn- is no occult genus, but just a man
an has plenty of vanity, but it doesn't who plays fair. Killing more game
consist in the assumption that she than you, personally, can use is not
;
referent:a t° the qt, ition whether, in e is a vision of loveliness. pla
ying fair to either the game or
o
given case, an opel olon must be pee- Among the masculine half of be-
t your fellow countrymen who are
roomed to gave th, we of the patteat. riernty there has grown up a tradi- doing 
their utmost to preserve the
It would donbUess a a great boon if a t:c.n confirmed by the unanimous 
remain ng wild life of America.
remedy could be ft.ad to make an oP- opinion of successive 'generations of T
here are a lot of men called
arallea eeneeallaar: Such a remedy, ft lite rary and philosophical donkeys 
spertsmen, who have not the first in-
is alleged, heal beet- tound under th• mat whatver faults *he may be aware stincts 
of the breed; in most cases
flank. of OhlbulSol is a form of, every woman thinks she is a 
they would be known as butchers if
of rim silver solub' • In water. Chem- i they were rightfully branded. SomeotzMy
teal manipulations I ar rendering silver. Not a bit of it. The average worn- of them are members of sportsmen's
quick silver and son i ether metals sol- an has a keen and often a very sen. clubs or leagues where they sit among
uble in water were tisoovered within _ the elect because forsooth they havesitive consciousness of hr physical de
the last few years. '1 antiseptic prop- feets. If she really is beaut ful she killed "big game;" many of them
rty of silver has lois been known, as.
for instance, in the • , 0.1 
is apt to know it, bat her pride is are h
um, ons denticm• n who affect
tic, which hoe elm „tdmin
ieterea curbed by the feet that her standards 
Pcotes and switch their private cars
Internally. it's we- mi., has 
of beauty are high. And it is sur onto a 
siding while they and their
Tau Seated. Ham this know' prasing how 
accurately woman, who friends slaughter all the birds with-
saes oucejossful an. .,n,„nte have been isn't usually accused of having a judi- 
in reach during a "few days' shoot-
§ mageby some sow physicians through eial mind, estimates both her strong
! [Lbw use of the soluble. non-irritating point, and her weak ones as to good 
Heaven deliver us from the loud-
and non-polsonous silver suppurative looks. This impartiality of judgment 
eoiced persons who swagger abroad
diseasse, as, for kimonos, the dreaded is indeed, one of the especial gifts 
with a gun in the belief that a shoot-
ti
puerperal fever am. other suppurative I with which nature has endowed worn-
ing jacket or a "record-head" encom-
mers. all the clai
m requisite ts 'oI en, and by it they are enabled to Paasses
"Dr. Moosbrugge:, of Leutkirch, has bring their merits into relief and con_ sportsmanship!
now yaw collungol In sposadidtis. c..al their deficiencies. To remedy de I A sp
ortsman does not achieve do-
wel" internally and externally. This lects it is necessary to know you tiocti
on by reason of the size or vs-
treatment, aecordina to his statement
In the last number of ths Munich Med- this species of knowledge. 
have them, and woman is an adpt in reity of has game bag, but by
 the
manner in which he uses h $ oppor
teal Weekly Review, has yielded ex-
traordinarily good results. Within two Mn d 
woman have distinct kinds 'unity and his tools at the triumphal
of canitayn. momen
t.
There i• so pitiful an ignorance con-
cerning the qualites that go to the
nia!sing of a sportsman--and after
iII it is only another name for boy-
Allis, to purpose, honesty and charity;
ihe man who does his work modestly
ard to the very limit of skill and en-
norance.
Be gentle, if firm, with your dogsl
—you can accomplish so much more
with them if you are; and they are
so faithful and deserving. If you
must punish, do so in mercy; and to
pubish in mercy is to pun:sh instant-
ly and thoroughly—that the chance
(If repetition may be the more re-
mote.
Kill your game cleanly; to bungle
I; neither merciful to the quarry nor
the attribute of a sportsman. Pick
ycur spot and shoot close; unless for
ruffed grouse there is not the need
for so much snap shooting as is
common on the uplands and in the
woods. Except in the expert class it
tends to careless work
Never pull trigger until you clear-
ly distinguish the object of your aim;
os many sad accidents have happened
through snap shooting at "some-
th'ng that moved" in the brush, or at
a brownish, redd•sh spot which looked
like a deer's flank and turned out to
be a man's back! There is literally
no excuse for mistaking a man in the
woods or out for any other animal
than he is; those who do should be
criminally prosecuted.
Be a good American, as well as a
sportsman, by observing the laws that
at, made and are making for the pro-
ortion and the preservation of our
wild bird and animal life.—Outing.
WE USE




because it irons smothly, not
rough.
Second.
Tine button holes, or Mud
holes match
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with-
out iajary.
Fourth.
It irons either ,:tiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often seen is miss-
ing
No other like it in West Ken-
tucky. Satisfy yourself by
=ending us your laundry.
Star Laundry
'Phone 2011
OLIVIER. OLIVER & M'GREGOR
LAWYERS
FICES: Benton, Ky.. rear haat
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky
Room ire Fraternity Building.




Buy anything and sell 'weir:mac.
• I s-230 Court Street: ufa Phone
r2i5A.
Clem Fransiola
MOVING WAG014 IN CONNEC-
TION.
I NOW IS THE TIME
THIS IS THE PLACE
PADUCAH CENTRAL
INCoRPORA TED
306 Erway. Day and Night
Free Catalogue School
20 nriROUND TRIP FromLI U LOUISVILLE To
Tampr, Punta Gorda, St.
Petersburgh, Orlando





Queen Sr Crescent Route
November 20th.
Also Low Homeseebers Rates on
November 6th and 2oth to points in
Tennessee, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Mississippi, Alabama,
deorgeia, Florida, Texas, Nebraska
and Colorado.
Tickets first class allowing liberal
stop-overs in each direction and good
returning within thirty days.
For illustrated literature and com-
plete information call on or address,
A. R. COOK, City Passenger and
Ticket Agent, 234 Fourth Street
Louisville, Ky.
C. H. Hungerford, District Passen-
pr Agent. 234 Fourth street,
LonisvMe, Ky.
J. G. BEAM, Jr., Assista.'t General
Pasatzget Agent. it. Lola), M.
REmrov FOR APPENDICITIS.
Extraordinarily Good Results Said
to Have Bee Obtained from
Col .agoL
- —
Gansul General ',uenther, of Frank-
furt. Germany, r, urts to the depart-
MOM or mm=0.1-, and labor the sue-
modal treatment 4 apPendleitia by
IMMO of "collaut 1," a silver solution.
He 'writer
"Much has been •Arritten on the treat-
ment of appendiel J. principally with
or three days after treatment a decided
lmprot .inent was noticeable in incipi-
ent c :ins. in cases where an inflamma-
tion LL the peritoneum had already
taken place, a cure was. however, very
slow—often only after weeks of treat-
meat both internally and externally.
Excepting two with very severe cases
out of the 72 vihIch came under his ob-
servation and treament all were cured
without any surf teal operation. He
claims that this treatment Is very much
superka to any other, and that he is
justified in stating that every case of
appendicitis, if early diagnosed, be it
ever so acute an! malignant, can be
cured with collaogol without resorting
to Ulu knife.
"In view of the otherwise favorable
experiences with this remedy It is very
probable that his opinion •e-111 prove cor•
rect. But after all it will 'squire a great
deal of very critical observation betore
It will be safe to dispense with • timely
operation, which is capable of saving
many lives. The published statements
of Dr. Moosbrugger are not explicit
enough as to the history of the eases to
make a real criticism possible. At all
egestar-lhis alatazoints deserve caretn)
attention. On tie otlier hand, it
yet be stated how long the cure will last
Light ewe et appendicitis can be
healed tor a day, as is well knows; the
question, bows; st, is ler ------Thasur
Further ex,pertr.ests will be awaited
with great Intel est Nays the Dida."
kale."
WHAT LEW L TERMS MEAN.
Satios of the TL-ne When Legal Torus
Had a Ilignilleance Not
Encrwn Mow.
To must persons the phrase "This ts-
dilators wttnenseth" is as much Omsk
as the common phrase "Witness m7
head and seal" Yet t th are relics of
the time when these legal forms car-
ried with them • significance not oh-
talniag at present
Legal documents were once en-
grossed upon retrohnient because paper
cost no much more than dressed skin.
The parchment was seldom trimmed
exactly and the top was scalloped with
the knife, hence the term "this indent.
urs.- Even where the lawyers have
departed from the custom, still obtain-
ing do England, of using parchment for
their legal forms the phrase has been
retained. •
ha the same way the signature of
"hand and seal" is a relic of those 014
en tjuses when only clerks and the
clergy could wield the pen. It was the
custom for the contracting parties to
lay their hands upon the document ID
token of their good faith and there re
mained a smudge. As these original
thumb marks were not easily idedti
fled, the gentry added their seals for
the purpose of further establishing the
validity of the document. It may not
be generally known that a seal is still
required in law, though the need for
It passed with the spread of education,
aml the bit of red paper affixed by the
lawyer Is as necessary as the signa-
ture to certain documents.
A qpnrt of law is a reminiscence of
the time when justice sat in the open
court yard, and the "dock" le from a
Clerma,n word meaning a receptacle.
while, while the "bar" Is a ViTelah word
meaning a branch of a tree used to
separate the lords of justice from their
vassals.
The entire phraseology of the bench
Is reminiscent of the earlier days, but,




"What do you 'lo for a living? What
reur trade or profession?" asked the
judge of the prisnier.
"I Die, your laJnor, a phannac000s-
tagraphologist." His honor threat-
ened id fine him 'or contempt of court,
but die proved that the word was all
right, meaning a writer of prescrip-
tioas.—Philadelphia Press.
Not liquage.
'How do we know the world is
roundr' asked the school teacher.
'Because we know it isn't square,"
promptly replied the boy who had been
liPQw10111 &bola Jrraft assi
Woman thinks she is fascinating
That is a wholly different thing from
clunking she is beautiful.
And a woman may beliec she is in-
tellectual„ pract:cal, accomplished.
well gowned, attractive and possessed
of a lot of other meritorious qualities
'ncidentals, and in so imagin'ng
she s often the victm of a great de-
insice,
But seldom--almost never—does
she consider herself a beauty un
less
she really is one.
Take a woman's word for it.
And man? Not denying the 
crea-
ture's vanity, and the queer 
part is
that it often runs to faith in his 
own
good looks.
There are five men who think 
them-
selves handsome to one woman 
who
thinks herdelf beautiful.
I don't mean this for a 
sneer at
men. Their confidence in the
ir ap-
peorance arises from the f
act that
the don't care much for 
appearance
don't study them and 
consequently
don't know much about 
them.
And that is to their credit.
'These veniaiks, arc made in all 
good
faith, and are especially for the -be
tt-
efit of the men For though 
they
don't ponder much on beauty th
ey
175-11111kr3tand woman, and the
more they struggle With the p
roblem
the greater puzzle they seem to 
find
k.
So, seriously. Mr. Man, if yo
u love
and respect a woman and 
wish her
to esteem you, don't be in too 
great
haste to tell her she is beaut
iful. She
may know better and think 
you are
trying to ridicule her.
ARCTIC RECORDS GUARD
ED
Aimed Men Watch Lore Acquired by
Amundsen.
New York, Nov. et—On board 
the
Scandinavian line steamship Helig
Olav, which will sail tomorrow 
for
Christiarra, are two zinc boxes 
guard-
ed by four armed guards 
They con-
tain the records made by 
Capt.
Raold Amundsen, who sailed 
from
Christiania three years ago and 
lo-
cated the magnetic pole. 
From a
study of the record, which will 
take
fully three years, Capt. 
Amundsen
says that the exact location of 
the
magnetic pole will be deter
mined.
Photographs were made of the needle
for nineteen months by an 
automatic
photographing instrument made e
s-
pecially for the expedition.
LEAVES CHARITY $400,000.
Brooklyn Woman Bequeathes 
Large
Sums to Institutions.
New York, Nov. 9—Half a d
ozen
.eharitable institutions in Brooklyn
will benefit to the extent of $400,0
00
by the will of Mrs. Caroline 
Herriman
Polhemns, who died at her home in
Brooklyn recently. The Polhemu
s
niemorial clinic, established by Mrs.
Polhemus in memory of her husband,
will receive $250,000 outright and 
an
additional $5o,000 for maintenance.
The Brooklyn Children's Aid socie
ty
for maintenance of the 
Herriman
Home for Children $25,000 and Sm.
000 for maintenance of the 
Seaside
Herne for Children at Coney 
Island.
Ten thousand dollars each is g
iven
the following institutions: 
Brooklyn
Orphans' Asylum society, 
Brooklyn
Industrial school, St. Cates Home
for Cripples, Brooklyn Home 
for
Aged, Dr. Trudeans Adirondack 
sani-




It doesn't take a very smart man
to guess the rest of a story, after
 a
In Massachusetts the illegal sale 
of
street railway transfers is made 
pun-
ishable by a fine not exceeding $50
Or imprisonment for not mote than
th rty (flys.
kafly Crary.
If the newspaper.., statements con-
cerning a recent supreme court de-
cision in Michigan are accurate, a
remarkable illustration has been pre-
sented of the foundation for the ar-
raiment against indefinite rights of
appeal.
The case is stated as follows: A
man was accused of the murder of
ins brotrher-in-law. On two trials
the jury disagreed. On the third he
was convicted and an appeal was tak-
en to the supreme court. It was not
alleged that the murder was not com-
mitted. Nor was there a claim that
the verdict was founded on inadequate
testimony. The appellate court sim-
ply held that on the earlier trials
there was an error in discharging the
juries before sufficient effort to have
them agree, and that this error inval-
idated the verdict on the third trial
where no such error could be alleged
is somewhat difficult to believe
that such a decision has been deliber-
ately made by an appellate court. If
it had none so, as is asserted by usual-
ly good authority, it is a startling
example of the pursuit of technical-
ities to the exclusion af practical jus-
tice, and raises the inquiry; Who sha
ll
correct the errors of the courts of





Diseases. Dr. J. W.
Pendley, 311 B'w'y
The doing of daily duty makes ev-
ery day divine.
For about a week befaTe election
the plain voter has an idea, which
he gets from the campaign orators,
that he is a deuce of a fellow.
The annual report of the American
bible society gives encouraging indi-
cations relative to the religious life
Of .the Filipinos. The school enroll-
ment has doubled, now being 5o0,000.




Office Phone 3fto. - - ilesidence Phone 2.36,
Dr .Geo. Masgana
VETERINARY SURGEON AND DENTIST.
Graduate from Aliartville Veterinary seheol (Paris, France) duo
Ontario Veterinary wheel and Detroit Dental college. Curter assiker
the Ohio Veterinary Medical Association. Will treat scientifically with die
latest improved instrument* and up to date treatment all chseasee of
domesticated animals.
ALL CALLS PROMPTLY ATTENDED NIGHT AN) RAY,




Has few terrors for the resident whose bouts is etlelliPed Isiah
Modern Sanitary
Plumbing
Ost estimates as Plumbing and Steam or Hot Water Heating beim
Ed D.Hannan
THE PROMPT PLUNSEN.





It's a Habit That Grows, and the We It Grow
The Easier It:Gets
Ii theTime That 4 per CeaCireeps Plliag
1.•••••1111 04••••••11., .111,111••••••••••••••••••••••  • • •••••••••
Sart Today to Save a Little





Guy Nance & Son
UNDERTAKERS AND RMBALIILERS
White Ambulance tor sick and injured oily
Office and residence 213 South 3rd Street'
Phon*v• New 334. Old 699 Open Day aid Night
4-ses.sek+ssiA-L--%v
VI • UOU LSON,it
.„P LAMBING.
Steam and Hot Water Heatine.
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TO ADORN YOUR TABLE- NEW PATTERNS AND DESICINS




OF SILVER ARE ALWAYS SURE TO PLEASE. YOU'LL
MAKE NO MISTAKE IF YOU PURCHASE SOME OF OUR
NNW AND BEAUTIFUL SILVERWARE.
OUR GOODS ARE NEW—UP TO DATE—SOMETHING
'MAT WILL PLEASE—BEFORE YOU BUY CALL AND GET
PRICES AND COMPAIR GOODS VALUES.
J L. WANNEt "OrTysie`m*
Caron Directory Company
Of Louisville, Keitocky
Branch Office in Paducah a The
REGISTER OFFICE
Per the Convenience of our patrons and ths citizens of Paducah. we
have plisicad copies of tbs directssies of the cities named below in the nom.
ing Itegiater office at 5s3 Broadway, where the pehlic Is invited to cal
whoa desiring the address of any resident of the cities named.
TIIE SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANTS
ONE-SIXTH OF THE POPULATION OF THE UNITED
STATES.
































































Register Office, 523 Broadway
Excursion: 
S. DABNEY
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
4 et eompany—the cheapest 
and bee




the fin Fer So Road Trip to
49411Uti Tenossosedvor& rotor
It is a trip of pleasure, comfor
and rept; good service, good tabl
goad roans, etc. Boats leave eazt
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. es
Far other information apply to Jai
Kuser, superintendent; Frank L
lirown, agent.
Or. Childress
EYE, EAR. NOSE AND
THROAT.





















1._ A. Lagoinars no.
E. H. PURYEAR;
Atturney-at-Law
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building





We trudged our way through the
narrow Ghetto streets on the afternooa
of a sultry day until we reached our Ches
der, which was a dingy apartment la
a tenement house. We were very rest.
Lass and boisterous, but our Rabbi Jo.
seph did not check our noise as he gen.
erally did. Ws thoughts seemed too far
away. I looked at him closely, for his
preoccupied air always made me won.
der what his past Ill'e had been.
He was about 60 years of age. Povs
may must have been his constant corn.
minion, because furrows of care were
on his broad wrinkled forehead. His
eyes peered out of their sockets as if
they implored pity, and were noy and
then raised in prayer to the Heaven's
Father. On the side of his ears hu.
two earlocks, according to oriental
fashion. His beard was long and
hoary. Ilia ah.oulders were so bent and
curved the be seemed to have borne the
yoke and persecuuon of his race for cen.
tutees. A large Hebrew book lay open
tafore him, as if the very leaves spoke
to him and revealed the powers and
splendors of the Almighty. Although he
was poor, we boys always revered him
for his age and ancient learning.
i Then we seated ourselves upon a large
wooden bench, which creaked under ua
Moses, who sat next to me, pricked my
teet with a pin wider the table. This
made me howl, and I vowed that when
we were dismissed I would repay him
with interest.
"She!" said rabbi, in his deep, govern.
big voice, "if you ps-onetse to be good I
will tall you a story afterward:'
This made us quiet soon enough. for
we always delighted in the stories of
our past glories. Yet I must say that
perhaps we thought more of the corn
4ng story than of our prayer. Thea, is
the Hebrew singsiong, we began to re-
cite a psalm with real vigor. Our headi
shook, our feet swung, and, to complete
the noise, the beach creaked terribly
When we had finished Rabbi Joseph
began as follows: •
"You know it is sometimes a relief
to tell all that lies upan one's heart.'
Ito cleared his voice and gathered
courage.
"1 had wealthy wests and received
a good education. My youth passed
away happily, for I knew no cares
When I was 22 years old I married
Dither, a good and beautiful maiden.
She was the daughter of Rabbi Ben
Era. As pure as a . 'y 'is her I.
Oh. Father, keep it .!. a thy care!"
Here be lifted up his hands and his
voice was full of passion, while two
tears ran down his cheeks and low
themselves within the ringleta of his
beard.
We boys put our arms upon one sap
other's shoulders and seemed to nestle
closer to the speaker.
"Not long," he concluded. -was nay
home to be the source et comfort dm
the poor and homeless, tor the mar la
sued an edict expelling the Hebrews at
the villages. I hal to go where all my
brethren went, into the gloomy ghettos
of a few large, overcrowded cities. Al
Vilna I suffered the woes of my people
I gave myself up to teaching by day
sad I studied by night.
"One evening when I was at ale
studies in my bumble dwelling I felt
comforted that the Russians could not,
at !emit, take my Esther from me
Then, with a tremendous crash, the
doors were suddenly thrown open, ana
two drunken officers entered. They
thrust my wife ewer. and, seizing me
by the collar, they dragged me into the
cold, snowy streets. I heard the
screams and shrieks of Esther. Ohi
I can hear them yet. 'They echo dry
and hollow within my heart.
"I was placed upon a wagon, on
which I found many of my miserable
erethren. We afterward found out that
the army wanted soldiers, aind this is
bow it got them. After a few days'
Journey we arrived at a village inhab-
ited by peasants. Each man was given
to a peasant who did with him as he
Liked.
"I had to work from daybreak unol
night, and my food was coarse brown
bread. I slept in the stable among the
foul etraw in the winter, and in the at.
Uc in the summer. If I did not please
my master I could be flogged to death
Who cared? My place would soon be
filled. Thus I passed some time, for
this was a sort of preparation to Nati
the army.
"At last I succeeded in escaping, and.
I fled to this free country. Oh. yob
who are yet young, take pride in this
land of freedom. If she does not rel
quire you to die for her, then live fro
her and make her glorious!"
The sun was alreauy declining aro:
silence reigned in the room.
"And your wife, your wife!" we re-
minded him. For answer he handed us
a newspaner. This is what we read:
"Esther, the daughter of Rabbi Ben
Era, died at Vilan. All fcel her loss,
for she was 1117, a rean,lrii,ifhis7 C.th
whole eonuniinizy. '.he had itieera h. -
of unselfishiness and self-sacriflee. She
was an angel of the sick and the poor.
Ray her soul rest in peace."
"And there remains one thing for me
now," said Rabbi Joseph. "I too, want
to rest in peace. if 1 could but tread
upon the land Of my forefathers 1
should be satisfied. Judah. oh, Judah!
bow long are thou to roam?"
Then his head sank lower and lower,
as if bowed down by grief and suffer-
ing. The shadows of darkness crept
Into the room and our rabbi seemed
unconeeious of us. We quietly arose,
and walked out of the dark room, leav-
ing our rabbi with head still bent.
I forgave Moises his pranks, and as
we walked along we sang the "Hata.
mit." When We reached otr. homes
the street lamps were already kindled
and a cool breeze was blowing—N. Y.
WOMERFUL WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOMEr 1 TUNIL 1
BORE UNDER RIVER AT NEW
YORK IS A MARVEL
OF SKILL.
Successful Completion of Gigantic
Task That Has Taxed the Inge-
nuity of Best Engineers.
••••••
The railroad tunnel which has just
been completed under the North riv-
er from New York city to Weehawk-
en N. J., is a marvel of ing•nuity and
81 11, for it was found wb in the twc
twits made frcm opposite ends ap-
proached within 125 feet .311 each oth-
er that il)ey were onlv one-eighth of
an inch cut of aligura-nt ..nd only
thtee-quartets °fan inch cut of grade,
rAich, coi.sidering th- size and the
lcngth of the tunnel, is something
never before heard of. 
 I
The completion of this $75,000o00
tunnel now makes it possible for one
to walk from New York city into
hew Jersey, and it will not be long
before trains will be speeding through
them. It is now five years since the
first announcement was made of the
project of building the tunnels, and
it was only after a strenuous cam-
paign of criticism and opposhtion that
the work was begun.
The route of the tunnel is from the
jersey Meadows, beyond Bergen
Hill (Weehawken), to Thompson ave-
nue, Long Island City.
According to the. plans as announc-
ed, every safety appliance and mechan-
ical protection against accidents
known to railroad science is to be
installed in the tunnels. Electricity
w:II be the only motive power. The
current for lights will be entirely sep-
arate, as in the New York subway
The city police will have jurisdiction,
and the city health department will
have sanitary supervision. The new-
est ventilating apparatus will be pro-
vided. The railroad company has al-
ready ordered steel cars, to replace
the wooden ones now in use. The
new Pullmans, too, will be fireproof.
A special safety feature will be the
• corcrete walkways or sidewalks, built
inside the tubes on a level with the
car windows. If there is an accident
or a long delay, the passengers will be
able to reach thes• walkways from
the car windows or doors. The ca-
bles for power, water rpipes for pro-
tection against fire, and part of the
signal wires will be bedded in the
concrete beneath these \sidewalks.
The constmiction of She tubes has
teen designed with a view to safety.
Instead of resting upon the riLer soil,
they are supported by iron Toemda.-
tons known as screw piles, such as
are used for lighthouse props. In
the case of the trolley tunnels built
further south, the tubes rest in the
soil, for they will not have to bear
trains of great weight. The Penn-
sylvania tunnels, on the other hared.
must support too-ton electric locomo-
t:ves, and hence it was necessary to
provide 'iron fouaidiations extending
all the way down to bedrock.
The method of construction has
been the same as in the trolley tun-
ne' and in the East river section
• the subway. As the chields are
puFbed forward through the soil, or
pi.i.bed through an occasional upris-
ing ledge of rock, cast iron rings are
knitted together, forming the links
of the tubes. The lining inside the
CitA iron is to be of concrete, a part
which will be the walkways already
described.
Much has been told of the Manhat-
tan terminal. It has 'been decided
that this is to be a railroad station
frcin top to bottom, with -only such
subsidiary departments as are neces-
sary to the comfort of railroad pas-
sengers.
There will be restaurants and ar-
cades of small shops near the wait-
irg room, 300 feet long, but there will
be no theater or hotel or beer garden
despite frequently published rumors.  
To the various train platforms, below
groend, the passengers will descend
in elevators, and at the top of each
elevator shaft will be electric signs
alr.wing what trains are due or wait-
ing. In short, there is to be no con-
ventience lacking and the plans seem
to provide for roominess and comfort
enough to supply the demands of the
future New York, however fast the
pcinilation lincreta,ses.




J. W. Pendley, 311
Broadway
One of the disappointing




In Bohemia courtships are abnor-
mally long. In that country engage-
ments frequently last from fifteen to
te,:enty years.
Advertise in te II...ill:sr. and Get 'Subscribe for The Register
Quit paying rent. Let us build the house; you pay for it as you
pay sent. Vacant Into in all parts of the city. Nice lots on the
proposed car extension an ikosd to union depot sad ea Alert
street, from 115o to 11330 each. Buy now on installment plan
while cheap. Tris is the highest ground in the city. Propc:ty is
envenom& rajoidly.
M'CRACKEN REAL ESTATE & MORTGAGE CO.
, INCORPORATED.
LII. rd D. Sanders. Pres. and Mgr. Phone 765.
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
C-ORRECTE'D MAY 30, 1906.
SOUTH BOUND No. lot No. 103 No. : at
a e.,ve Cincinnati i.. 8:20 a.m. 6:oo p.m.  •• • • JI
Lease 1...0111841110  12:01 .in. 9:40 P.m. 7:30 arn.
Leave Owensboro  6:30 p m. ern° a Ia.
Lave Horse Star .h  2:28 p.m 1208 a.m. 11:05 a.m..
Leave Central Cie;  3:30 P.m. Tam a.m. 12:3o p.m.
Lea ,'e N ortonville  4:08 p.m. i :40 am, 1:28 p.m.
Leave Evansville  12:50 p.m. 4:40 P.m. 8:30 a.m.
1..eave Nashville  7 :SO p.m. 8.'o5 a.ria.
Leave Hopkinsvill-.  945 p.m. 11:20 a.m.,
Leave Pr "•4011  4:55 PAN- 2:27 a.m. s:3,5 p.m.
Arrive Paducah . 6:to pm. 340 3-111. 42S Pai-
Leave paducah . .  a 00000 ..•••.... 6:15 p.m. 345 CM pwa.
Arrive Felton •••••.a.  720 p.m. 4:50 am. ro: p.m.
Arrive Glibs, Tenn. ....a. . 8:06 p.m. 5:51 am.   •
Arrive Rives 1106 • of Sal 8:13 p.m. 6:en cm. .
Arsive Jackson ••  7:15 cm.   -
Arrive Memphis es ••• ego  :11:10 p.m. 8:ao a.m .
Awrive New Orleans  10:35 a.m. 815 p.m.  .
NORTH BOUND
Leave New Orleans 
Leave Memphis 
Leave Jackson, Tam  
Leave Rives 
Leave Fulton 







Arrive Central City  2:05
Arrive Horse Branch  306




44 • • •
dp..• •• •
• •....11 11111. • • •
AP • e• • 0*
• • • •
•••. oar *imp • • •
w• • • 5:35
  9:35
Mo. 102 Ne. Ica4
7:10 p.m. 015 Lilt
045 cm. 8:5o p.m.
8:07 cm. 1030 p.m.
11:58 p.m.
10;13 2.01. 12:35 ma
I :so am. 1:43 a.m.
11:25 1LM. 1:48 a.m.
12:39 pm. 3:03 am..
6:15 p.m. 520 am.
9:25 P.m. 8:10 a.m.





















Arrive Chit:atm ' ere•







Leave St. Louis 
Leave Chicago 
Leave Calsondale















11 :so a sa.
Qui0.1111WHY wits LIN&
NOWT HOUND 101-801 135-835
Lesve Nashville  8:ro a.m.  
Leave livphanavills  11 :20 a.m. 6:40 a.m
Leave Princeton  2:35 p.m 74.5 ami
Arrive Paducah  4:15 P m 9:25 a.m
Leave Paducah  6::5 p.m. 9;3o cm
Arrive Cairo . 7:45 p.m lt:io cea
A-rr've St. Louis  7:25 2.M. 4 le p.m.. 






We'.• 11.•  • • • •I 9•111.
Leave Cairo  • . s  6:oo a.m
Arrive Pachicala 
Leave Paducah  7:50 a.m.














• • . • • • • •
•
Trains marked (*) run daily eiteent Sunday. All other trains roa
daily. Trains icia and ma carry through sleepers he'ween Cincinnati
Memphis and New Orleans; trains III and too sleepers between Louis-
ville, Memphis and New Orleans. Trains 8ot and 822 sleepers between.
Paducah and St. Louis. Train 8ot convects at East Cairo with Chicago
Weeper. For further information, address,
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, CAty Ticket Office, Paducah, Ky.
R. M. PRATHER, Ticket Agent, Union Depot, Padtcah, Kv
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A, Lo tisville, Ey.
JOHN A. SCOTT, A. G. P IL, Memphis, Tenn
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Odense, Xi.
W. H. BRILL. D. P. A.. 91. 1Lisela eite
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE..
ESTATE AGENCY
IADUCAH REAL, EsTA .r p•• lifMTERN KENTUCKY FARM;. SABI
?MONTHLY PAYMENT 1.-CYYS POR INVESTMENT. BIB' MIN
KRNTUCICY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LAST
FR BE TO IntRYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
Pg.DG. Q eillaTTEMONIL. Ma
s
LANGSTAFFeLORM MANUF:ACTURI NG OMPANY '44
Flooring, Ceiling, L R
Siding Yclow ur Gum M Ash Sash, DoorsB Maple E Oak Blinds,.
finish Pir e. - Poplar Beech ' Walnut Elm Interior
rath Finish
SUM, BEECH 4111 OAK FLOWING, END MATCHED.. BORED, KILN DRIED, HOLLOW BACKED AND POLISHED. TWIN BRAND-- OUR OWN MAKE





THERE'S NOT A SPOOK
OLD PADUKE
THAT WOULDN'T DO THEM
HONOR;








Zairo, on 3 falling
Chattanooga, 3.7, falling.
Cincinnati, 11.2, falling.





Mt Carmel, ioi standing
Nashville, 8.o, standing
Pittaburg, 5.8, falling.
Davis IaarAt flans, 4 3, falling
St. Louis &s, sing
Mt. Vernon, 5A, standing
Paducah, 6.2, falling.
l'arthage. 1.8, faliing
Monday the Kit Carson will be
palled out onto the dry docks for
vine ral revilers.
This afternoon at 5 oclock the
toeamer Kentucky skips out for the
'Tennessee river. She comes back
Mixt Thiosday night
The Georgia Lee today passes
ciown en route from Cincinnati to
iblemphis. .
The City of Saltillo should pass out
the Tennessee river today en route
• to St Louis.
Today the Bottorff Ica Nsshville.
.oets here tomorrow and lays until
moon Monday. Then she goes to
Clarksville
At 8 o'clock this morning the
steamer Dick Fowler leaves for Cal-
e'u and Come!. hick tonight about 9
o'clock.
The Joe Fowler got out yesterday
iir'; Evansville. and returns here to-
morrow- She then lays until to
o'clock Monday morning before de-
ea•ting for another trip to the Indi-
sr.: city. ,
The John S. Hopkins comes in to-
day from Evansville, starts at once
um her return that way, and does not
get hack any more until next Tues-
Aay CLAIM MADE THAT
RETURNS ARE HELD BACK
THREE PRECINCTS RECEPTION FOR 'ROPE READY
NOT C3MPLEIE THANKSGIVING FOR MURDERER
ELECTION -' C JmAussioinues
WILL FINISH WITH THEM
THIS MORN 'NG.
County Democrat's Committee Last
Night Canvassed the Vote in the
State Primary.
Yesterciat morning Sheriff John Vs .
Ogilvie, Attorney J. S. Ross and Mr.
1% Ohtani Ii. Farley comprisong the
board of county election commission-
ers, convened at the county court-
hous and commenced officially can-
vasolug the ballots cast in the general
election last Tuesday. As the official
cans-ass will make no change in the
nooks Messrs. Ogilve and Farley did
this part of the work, going over the
tally sheets while Mr. Ross is now
wnitiag out the certificates of election
to be given each successful candidate.
The commissioners canvassed tlie
vote from every precinct except Gall-
Heuneberger's and South Side
Fire Department. On entering into
the Crallman precinct count, and also
that of the South Side Fire Depart-
ment, the comnuosioners found no
tally sheet had been made out by the
officers haring charge of these pre-
cinch giving thc total vote each as-
put received. The commissioners
could not go over these precinct
votes until these tally stoats are
turned in, so the officers for Gallman's
and The South Side Fire Department,
were notified to send these tallies to
the courthouses this morrung so they
can be canvassed Regarding the
liermeberger orecinct the cornimis-
simmers found the officers had not
opened the ha lot box so the slbeets
could be gotou out, and in this in-
standee the o kers were ordered to
produce the ki v this morning to open
the box. Wit •t this box opened, and
, the tally sheet , produced for the two
other voting laces, the commission-
ers will this i orning finish the total
canvass and with those precincts
finished yesterday, they found no ma-
terial change from the figures
pleb/abed in The Register the morn-
ing after the election.
Democratic Committee.
The county Democratic committee
last night met at the office of Chai--
men Berry and canvassed the votes
cast in this city and count's, in the
densocratk state primary of last
Tuesday. The results showed a to-
te vote the Oat= as published in
itheoe columns Wednesday morning.
rrhic committee will today forward
to the state democratic committee,
the figures for Paducah and Mc-
Cracken county.
Mis Elizabeth and Margaret
Cobb. of Evansville, Ind., returned
tome yesterday after visiting their
aunt, Miss Zulu Cobb.
Mrs. W. H. Stoices, of Mayfield. :c to got the returns in the primary for
visiting Mrs. James P. Sleeth. all the precincts in Pike county. In
some precincts no primary was held.
emesseseemposeesessesse". Incomplete returns indicate a major-
ity of I,250 for Hager and Be-ckbarn.
!It is chimed that in sOmc of the pre-
I cincts wdere no primary was held
large majorities are being returned for
Beckham and Hager, and in some
precincts there are more votes for
them than were cast in the general
election. It is reported that Hager
and Beckhans will receive 1,400 ma-
jority from JOhnison cotinty. Only
6ao or 70o democratic votes were cast
in the general election. The election
machinery in most of the mountain
cootmties' is in the hands of the
Hager men, and the Hays and Mc-
Creary men claim that these returns
are being held back.
Out-of-Town
Medicines. . .
Very often an article is not
knownin this market which
may be desired by some ass
who has used it elsewhere.
We Cat Get It
Even from foreign countries
if neccessary, in the least
possible time. It is our chief
desire to serve our customers
well—better then our com-
petitors do if possible.
NIGHT BELL AT SIDE
DOOR.
Pre, prompt delivery ea
over town from 7 a. m.'t0
to p. m.
R. W. W ILKER CO.,
DRUGGISTS.
Fifth and -- roadway.
Both Phones 175.
By the McCreary-Hays Men in Pike
County and Other Moun-
tain Places.
Pikeville, Ky, Nov 9.—It is hard
WILL FOLLOW
OLD POLICIES
No Change in Methods of Operating
The Illinois Central, Says
Tiarahan.
New York, laov. 9.—J. 'T. Harahan,
pi esillent of the Illitttis -Central
Railroad Comi any, said today that
there would be no changes in the op-
etating methods of the road as a
-crtekttesce of his election. He added
that the road would continue in its
teesent amicable relations with all
connecting lines, and would not prefer
any Of these over the others. The
president's office will be in Chicago.
LYADIES OF HOME OF FRIEND-
LESS NOW PjtEPARING •
FOR AFFAIR.
The Entire Public is Cordially In-
vited to Be Present—Ladies
Thank People.
he lady managers of the Home of
the Friendless are preparing for their
arnual public reception that will be
given this year from 3 until 5 o'clock
the afternoon of November 28, at the
beading on Thirteenth and • Burnett
streets. It is the yearly Thanksgiv-
isg affair, and everybody attending
always brines donatitons of different
aiticles to the institution, which is
maintained through assistance of the
community at large. Every year ban-
dre,: • '-i• t',0 place during these
hours and as result the house is al-
ways left packed with useful and or-
namental articles and, in fact, some-
thing of everything needed.
The ladies desire to extend their
thanks to the following for donations
and contributions during the months
of September and October:
Mr. J. L Friedman, $5; Mrs. Wm.
Vogel,•ig; Mr. Chas. Potter, $5; Mr.
A. J. Bauer, $5; Capt. Berry of the
Ater & Lord Tie Co., $3.5o; Mr.
Frank Jones, $2; Mr !tied Dale.. $1;
Mr. A. J. Holcomb of Chicago, $1;
a friend, $2, Rhodes-Burford, six
mattresses four pair bedsprings, two
dozen window shades; S. L Bernhard
Coal company, 200 bushels coal; Mrs.
Max Nahm of Bowling Green, aoo
bushels coal; Horse Show company,
fir-ty street car tickets and admit-
tance to the show for all children
Paducah Traction company, fifty
street car tickets; Electric Light
company, for lights and repairs;
Broadway M. E. Church Mission so-
ciety, two baskets of provisions; Ju-
nior league of Trimble Street chutclr.
$oto and quantity of fruit; Mr. L M
Rieke dry goods MT. William Rieke,
ounk; Rock Shoe company, a gener-
ous donation of shoes; W. E. Coch-
Ian Shoe Company several pair shoes
Hank Bros., kitchen utensils; Menne-
berger company, kitchen utensils;
Englert dr Bryant, mops; aaud Rus-
sell gives milk every day; L B. Ogil-
vie, dry goods; J. A. Bauer, one doz-
en flower pots; Capt. Owen, took the
children for a boat ride on the Bet-
tie Owen; Mr. E. F. Bourquin, for Rehm Crady,• who lives next door,
tuning piano; Mr. Diggs, treat for and together we went back into the
children; Mrs. J. L. Friedman, several hoese. The children were again on the
burhels vegetables; Mrs. C. E. Bos- front porch crying for me to ootne
well, vegetables, fruit and candy; help their mother. We then went
Mrs. Menry Smith books and toys; back into the house, and then I call-
Mrs. Muscoe Burnett, clothing; Mrs. eel the neighbors. Pretty soon
Phillips, clothing; Mrs. Roll. Herring, doctors came, and that is all I know
clothing, Mrs. Victor Voris, box nuts about it. Mrs. Etly was a good wo-
and clothing; Mrs. E. Fels, half-bush-
el vegetables; Mrs. E. P. Noble, pro-
visions; Mrs. J. M. Bryant. books and
magazines; Mrs. M. K. Scott, cloth-
irg: Mrs. Gerth, clothing; Mrs. T. H.
Boswell, fruit, cakes and candy.
The following donations were given
on baking day at Rhodes-Burford's:
Miso Roy McKinnel, vegetables; E.
W. Baker of Baker-Ecoals gave a
case of peas; Louis Kolb, Frank Fet-
ter, Caesar Burger, Henry Berger and
Mr. Theobald gave meats.
— --
Parties desiring the best table ser-
vice kt parties, dinners or any Social
fentures call Dick Logan, old phoe
235h
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weapon. An ax with a blade of al-
most razor keenness' could have been
used. But ot any rate it is thought
certain that the murderer had one
wtapon of considerable size.
If anyone in the house had corn-
nutted the crime he would have had
to hide. the weapon about the house
o: very near it. It would certainly
have been found, as there is nothing
afford a secure hiding place.
The murderer either carried the
weapon away with him or threw it
in the vault in the rear of the Ftly
home, which will be searched.
Even if the weapon is found in the
vault it would not implicate Mr. Etly.
If he had gone into the yard he would
certainly have had marks of wet sand
upon him, and he would not have had
time to ton into the yard and re-
turn to his bedroom in the front of
the house in time to reach his wife's
side, as he did in a few moments af-
ter she was stricken.
Under these circumstances Mr. Etly
is eliminated from the case. It is
unfortunate that he should have to
be considered in connection with it.
het the crime is so atrocious that the
police could not overlook any possible
theory. '
Mrs. Harry Wilmore, who lives at
2.120 Brook street, just two doors
from the Etly home, was the first
eeighbor who entered the house after
the crime was committed. She says:
"I was aroused about r2•30 by
someone knocking on the dining room
and kitchen windows. I asked who it
wss and Mr. Etly called to me, 'My
God, come over to my house quick;
somebody has murdered my wife.' I
got up quickly, slipped on a waist
and skirt and went over in my bare
feet. When I got to the house the
children were on the front porch, cry-
le,' and screaming and calling for me
to come help their mother. I went
ioto the second room, and Mrs. Etly
%!. al lying crosswise the bed. She had
on a black skirt and an underskirt.
and her gown was lying under her,
soaked in blond. When she saw me
she raised her hands towards me as if
motioning me to come to her and
held her. There was a great gash
in her throat and blood was all over
the bed. The sight was too mach for
nie and I left the house.
"I went beck horn* and called Mrs.
man, and, so far as I know, never
went out anywhere."
In explanation of Mrs. Etly having
en a black skirt, it is said that she
wise up and down during the night
•sith her youngest child, who was
asleep in the bed with her, and might
have worn the skirt to keep from
catching cold. That she was lying 4
aercds the bed instead øf in the rot- 74
tural position is not regarded as sig-
n:ficant, because in her struggles she A
might have moved into that position.
The bolster. Mrs. Wilmore said, was
in its regular place at the head of
the bed and was saturated with blood
Suspects In City Court.
In the City Court this morning the
three suspects who have been arrest-
ed in connection with the case were
presented. J. DoAdcoc, Joe Jenne-
otin and Frank Tkohmiller were &r-
ooted III a lumber pile at Preston
and the railroad crossing by Police-
117311 Reiss r und Oehler. Rohiniller
drew a knife and threatened Reiss.
Adcock and Jennewein are charged
with loitering while Rohmiller has
tte additional charge of carrying
concealed a deadly weapon against
him. All their cases were continued
uril November 15.
Say They Came Here After Murder.
A reporter talked to the three sus- 
--•
FOR RENT:—Third floor overpress this morning. They say they %Volker's drug store. Good for lodgeknow nothing about the crime, and rooms. Apply D. A. Yeiser.
that they did not arrive in Louis-
ville until 3 o'clock yesterday morn
ing. They point to the fact that the
murder was committed before then as
freeing them from all suspicion
Holt was only released from th,t FOR RENT—One apa-tment 'es
Workhouse Wednesday 'twining. He "cans Souci" apartments. joS Ncrth •
• • + + + + + + + + •1•
POPULAR WANTS.
• 4.
• • • • • • • • • • • • 4i • •
WANTED:—While office boy. Ap-
ply at Dr. J. D. Robertson's Fourth
and Broadway.
• WANTED—To rent, modern be use
6 to 8 rooms—best location. f
DYS.ART—'Pbone 242-
FOR SALE—Mare, young, stole
and sound. suitable for family use.
J. T. IX rowan, Phone aee and 7so.
is sa' to have made threats to killit‘
his wi e and other members of his
family, whom he blamed fro bell*
sent to the Workhouse. It was
thought by the police that Holt. in
hi. drunken fury, may have blunder-
ed into the Etly home and slain Mrs.
Poly. thinking she was his wife. Thi.
I.. a most remote theory, however, and
does not seem tenable. Holt said he
spent Wednesday. night with a friend
rear Fourth and K. streets. Mounted
police In South Louisville say they
.aw Holt at Fourth and K streets
abeut rz•ya o'clock Thursday morn
joie intoialeatod. This corroborates
his story to the police who arrested
him. There was no blood on Holt
and no material evidence to connect
him with the crime. Holt admits kill-
ing Milt Coffey in Russell county
when he was seventeen years old. He
was first sentenced for life, but was
released after serving two or three
years.
Ratings of Novelists.
Authors earn siuhli less in France
than in England. The late Sir Wal-
ter Besant ten years 2110 estimated
that there were fifty novelists in Eng-
land who earned upward of a thous-
and a year. There are now probably
nearer tso; while in France there are
almost certainly no more than fifty
who make a living at all. An Eng-
lioh novelist of standing will receive
i8 pence on every copy of a book sold.
Some novelists receive a shillings.
Emile Zola, who touched high water
mark in France, got a franc, which is
rather less than to pence. Seven
pence half-penny is considered excel-
lent pay, and fourpence and fivepeace
are common.—T. P's Weekly.
9.4 St. Steam /kale!. W. l. Cucluan.
 •
—
FOR SALE OR RENT—Three
toom I. house with water in kreeken,
new never been occupied. joaes St.
'between Eighth and Ninth streetMcCRACKEN REAL ESTATE &
MORTGAGE CO.. INC Call 3111 So.
Sixth street 'Phone 765.
: I have °petted a Ant class resew-
ant at 1.38 Kentucky avenue, next
idoor to Third street, and will be
pleased to have you call. Best service
promptly rendered. LES PURDY.
Expert Accodntant.
Will post, examine. systematize and
audit books by the day, week, or she
job Terms Reasonable.
JOHN D SMITH, Jr.. 118 Firaseni-
ity buildiag
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY—
Able-bodied unmarried airs between
lies of at and os; citizens el Utast,
Seines, of good character as were
rate habits, who can speak teed sed
write English. For information ap-
ply to Reuniting °Meer. New Neb-
. end House. Paducah. Cy.
Violet, Ultra,Violet, .
and X-Ray treatment
used in Cancer and
Skin Diseases _ Dr. .T.
W. Pendley, 311 Biley.
Miss Reed Watt of Peankfort, Ky..
striress today to visit Mrs. Leslie





SOME EXCEPTIONALLY FINE VALUES IN POSTAL
CARD ALBUMS AT 25c, soc, 75c AND Sono.
A BIG ASSORTMENT OF POSTAL CARDS OF ALL KIND(
SAVE YOUR CHIUSTM kS MONEY
GET ONE OF OUR LITTLE SAVINGS BANKS AND PUT
YOUR MONEY DI IT. We will unlock it for You at 211.
and let you have your money.
THESE LITTLE BANKS A RE JUST THE THING FOR
CHMDREN.
D. E. WILSON
AT HARBOURS DEPARTMENT STOLE
ssownell111111
ens
FOR THE BEST COAL ON IIIE MARKET /
PHONE 254
GENUINE
TRADEWATER CO A L REALPITTSBURG
Wes* Kentucky acoall 00.
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